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Student killed in crash 
By Jay Kumar 
One UNH student was killed 
:rnJ scveral ochers were hurt in 
an :1cc-idenr Friday, and polic~ 
have charged che driver with 
negligent homicide. 
Christine Duplessis, 22, of 
Somersworth, was killed in rhe 
one-car accident which occurred 
at 7: 17 p.m., according co a 
Durham Police press release. 
According co a nursing super-
vis or, Duplessis died at 
Wentworth-Douglass Hospital 
at 8: 11 p.m. Friday from injuries 
sustained in the accident. 
Laura Dexter, 21, of Milton~ 
Mass., was identified as the car's 
driver and was arrested and 
charged with negligent hom-
iciJ,e. She was released on 
$10,000 personal recognizance 
bail and is scheduled co be in 
Durham District Court on May 
2. 
Three of the ocher passengers 
are at Wentworth-Douglass 
Hospital, according co Linda 
McKinnon, assistant co the 
organizational director. Julie 
Douglas, 22, of Lake Forest, Ill., 
is in stable condition in rhe 
hospital's intensive care unit. 
She suffered internal injuries 
and underwent surgery, said 
McKinnon 
The ocher two students in the 
hospit: -1 ;1 re r:retcheh Schaefer. 
19, of ;:,1• 11•r v.1 h ·1 is in stable 
condition with chest contusions, 
a fractured collarbone and a 
fractured ucck; and Kathleen 
Louise Marrin, 20, of Dover, 
who is in stable condition with 
a fractured neck, facial fractures 
and a fractured arm. 
Dexter and Je.nnifer Fraser, 
19, of Contoocook, were created 
and released from Portsmouth 
Regional Hospital. 
All six women were sisters 
of Alpha Chi Omega sorority. 
Alpha Chi Omega President 
Lisa Manter had no comment 
on the accident. 
Captain Michael Golding of 
the Durham Police Dept. said 
the car was moving westbound 
on Route 4 into Durham when, 
about 200 ft. west of Riverview 
Rd ., the 1985 Honda went off 
the road and hit a tree. He said 
eyewitness accounts indicated 
the "erratic operation" of the 
car, which caused it co go off the 
road. 
Golding said the rests of 
Dexter's blood-alcohol content 
would take at least a week co 
complete, but according to an 
Associated Press report in The 
Boston Sunday Globe, Capt. 
Joseph McGann said, "She had 
been drinking, I can say that." 
According co a report in 
yesterday's Fost er's Daily De-
mocrat, Durham Police Chief 
Paul Gowen sa1u chere was an 
alcohol odor coming from the 
car and Dexter. 
Golding sai<l rh~ accident is 
still under investigation. 
Mike Sciola, the administra-
tive Greek System ad visor, said 
yesterday, "We're most con-
cerned with how the Greek 
System will deal with the death." 
He said there would be no 
immediate repercussions on the 
Greek System because of the 
accident, and added that his 
office is "more involved with 
working with people, helping 
them deal with the tragedy." 
Sciola said Peter Von Doepp 
and Holly McCown of the Pan-
Hellenic Council are working 
with Student Body President 
Wendy Hammond on a memor-
ial service, and added that there 
would be more details in che 
next The New Harnpshire. 
Hammond, a former Alpha 
Chi Omega sister, said, "I think 
it's a terrible tragedy. She 
(Duplessis) was a wonderful, 
caring person, very kind and 
sweet." She added, "I think 
there's a for of support ... for 
all the people involved. She's 
going co be greatly missed." 
A funeral for Duplessis is 
scheduled for -today at l O a.m. 
in Holy Trinity Church in 
Somersworth. 
(603)862-1490 Durharn.N.H. 
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By Kristin LeBlanc 
Blue: jeans. Comfortable, 
faded, gu-w·ich-anything blue 
jeans. You never chink about 
why yuu wear them. You just 
grab them off the floor and slip 
chem on. They don't symbolize 
anything. You don't think about 
civil rights when you put them 
on. They're just a pair of jeans. 
All chat changes today. Today 
is Blue Jeans Day -- the day 
people consciously wear jeans 
to show their support for civil 
gay/ lesbian/bisexual rights. 
Dean Shelley, of Residential 
Life helped to organize the 
event this year and thinks the 
day is very important. 
"Sexual status is not recog-
nized," Shelley said, noting that 
gains have been made in the 
battle for equal civil rights. 
According to Shelley, chis is 
the third year UNH has held 
Blue Jeans Day. Shelley said, "it 
doesn't coincide with anything 
national, (but) the last few years 
it's been around this week." 
According co Shelly, Blue 
Jeans Day has not had a very 
good reputation at UNH. "The 
last couple of years it's been very 
unpopular...people have been 
doing anything to avoid it." 
The reason Blue Jeans Day 
has been unpopular is that 
"people have been afraid to wear 
blue jeans because of the open 
discrimination (against homo-
sexuals) on campus," Shelley 
said. 
People think that if they wear 
jeans, others will think they're 
gay," Shelley said. 
Junior political science major 
Liz Froelich agreed that many 
people are scared to wear jeans 
coday because of a stigma. 
"Guys don't think it's macho," 
Froelich said. 
Carol Fay, a sophomore nurs-
ing student, said she thinks 
there is a definite fear among 
students toward wearing jeans 
today. 
"Some people, if they're in-
secure about their sexuality, or 
they' re homophobic and think 
people will think they're homo-
sexual (prob.ably won't wear 
jeans)," Fay said. 
Wearing jeans on Blue Jeans 
Day doesn ·t necessarily mean 
you are gay. "It just means you 
support gay rights," Shelley said. 
While many students are 
afraid co wear jeans today, some 
students think it's a very good 
idea and that it stands for an 
important issue. 
Froelich agrees, 
"(Gays/Lesbians) have just as 
much a right to speak out as 
anyone else." 
When asked if she would don 
her denims co show her support, 
Fay said, "Yeah, I will." 
Will you be wearing your blue jeans today? (Ben Frazier photo) 
,. ' 
The UNH flag flies at half-mast in mourning of Christine 
Duplessis, tragically killed in a weekend auto accident. (Sharon 
Donovan photo) . 
Handicapped. 
issues ·are raised 
By Dana Blake 
The handicap student organ-
ization sponsored "Handicap 
Awareness Day" yesterday in 
the Strafford Room of the MUB 
to raise the campus' awareness 
to the special needs of indiviuals 
with disabilities. 
According co Greg St.Amour, 
a UNH student with a disability 
who uses a wheelchair to get 
around, the purpose of the event 
was "to get faculty, students and 
staff aware of others with 
disabilities." 
St.Amour added, "and to 
teach them ( the university 
community) how rough it is for 
say ... a person in a wheelchair 
to move their way around cam-
pus compared to someone who's 
walking around." 
The handicap student organ-
. izarion is separate from Access-
ing Career Challenges in Edu-
cation through Specialized 
Services (ACCESS). It is a 
. student organization where 
indiviuals can "get together and 
talk about what's on their 
mind," according co St.Amour. 
ACCESS is a university or-
ganization required by federal 
law that assists indiviuals with 
disabilities with problems they 
may encounter furthering their 
educacion. 
Presentations on topics per-
tainig to disabilities were dis-
played around Strafford room. 
- Virginia Hartling, president 
of Hartling Communications 
in Massachusetts, presented 
information of high tech equipe-
ment designed to help the death 
better communication, such as 
visual signalers on smoke ar-
larms, alarm clocks and baby 
crying alarms and TD.D's, or 
telephone devices for the death. 
They look like mini keyboards 
with modum hook ups. 
Hartling said through a sign 
language interpretor the devices 
are needed "so death people can 
live independently." 
"People that have come are 
interested," she said,"rhey-'re 
impressed." 
Janet Zeller, a representative 
of Ride-Away handicap equip-
ment corporation from Man-
chester, said mechanical adap-
rions on cars and vans offer 
indiviuals with disabilities great-
er mobility. She drove to the 
MUB in a car with a chair 
topper, a white box unit that 
can be mounted onto any normal 
car that allows a wheelchair-
HANDICAP, page 13 
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UNH's Gourmet dinner ... a San Francisco treat 
By Alison __ B~rry 
The Granite State Room in 
the MUB was transformed from 
freezing cold Durham co warm, 
sunny San Francisco for Friday 
evening's Hotel Administration 
667 gourmet dinner. 
they passed a cruiley crossing 
and were greeted by a gigantic 
wall mural of the sun setting 
behind the brightly lie Golden 
Gate Bridge. 
nia vineyards being served 
throughout the evening. 
The menu was developed 
from recipes native to the_ San 
Francisco area. The appetizers 
were Bay Scallops with Rasp-
berry Mayonnaise followed by 
Carrot and Orange Soup, Lorn-
bare Street Cheese Tortellini 
in Pesro Sauce, followed by a 
palace cleanser of Sunny Cali-
fornia Honeydew and Lemon 
Sorbet. • 
of Red Snapper Nectarine. 
Peaches were substituted for the 
nectarines because they were 
damaged during shipment. 
Dessert was a se Ieccion of 
Wall murals of the Fisher-
man's Wharf and a typical San 
Francisco street scene, drawn 
by Senior Charlie Kickham and 
painted by the students, also 
adorned the walls. 
The main course ,vas ~ Fille_! DINNER, page 7 
The entire meal was put on 
by the students of the Hotel 
Administration 667 class with 
guidance from their professor, 
Joe Durocher. The students are 
responsible for researching the 
theme and planning the menu. 
"The purpose of the dinner 
is a learning experience," Du-
rocher said. 
According to Jonathan Ca-
plan, marketing manager for 
this dinner, the students are 
given a budget within which 
they must work. Generally, 
there is a profit margin of about 
10%. The profit goes into the 
general fund or into the next 
gourmet dinner. "It's not always 
a winning affair," Caplan said. 
About three weeks before the 
actual dinner, the students put 
on a test dinner for a group of 
about 15 to 20 people, consisting 
of the teaching assistants, pro-
fessors, the press, and other 
people who then can offer 
valuable criticism. 
The suggestions offered by 
these critics are considered and 
implemented for the final menu. 
The week of the dinner, the 
students divide their time be-
tween their classes and prepar-
ing everything from decorations 
to table settings at the MUB. 
The atmosphere was accented 
by a bar cart that was cleverly 
decorated as a trolley car, com-
plete with trolley crossing. The 
table centerpiece of pineapples 
filled with brightly colored iris, 
stalk, eucalyptus, and purple and 
yellow daisies added to the 
Californian theme. 
After the guests were seated 
at seven o'clock, the appetizers 
were served. Joe Santamaria, 
a representative of Seagrams 
Classics Wine Company, dem-
onstrated the 5 S's of wine 
tasting: ( 1) See -- hold the glass 
of wine up to the light to make 
sure the wine is clear, (For white 
wine, the color should be pale 
straw to deep gold); (2) Swirl 
-- swirl the wine gently to 
release the bouquet of the wine; 
(3) Sniff -- sniff three times to 
get a sense of the aroma, the 
wine fragrance (seventy-five 
percent of the fragrance is 
released quickly); (4) Savor -
- sip the wine and move it 
around the mouth, taste for 
acidity and tartness; (5) Swallow 
-- make note of the aftertaste, 
the finish, some are long and 
bitter, some are short and sweet. The theme of the gourmet 
dinner was "I Left My Heart in 
San Francisco." As each of the 
270 guests entered the room, 
The guests were invited to 
come up and taste any or all of 
the six wines from the Califor-
For the Gourmet Dinner, the MUB became an incredible facsimile of San Francisco. (Matt 
Leavitt photo) 
NEWS IN BRIEF 
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75 arrested in MA 
abortion protest 
In New Bedford, Massachusetts about 75 people 
were arrested during a surprise protest at an abortion 
clinic in this port city, police said. 
Officials estimated 200 Operation Rescue pro-
testers arrived from out of town at about 3 p.m. 
Thursday and encircled the clinic, located in the 
city's quiet West End neighborhood. 
The last protesters w.ere rounded up at about 
8 p.m., said Sgt. Ernest Ferreira. 
Ferreira said chose arrested had been identifying 
themselves only as Jane and John Doe, making 
impossible their release on bail from New Bedford's 
tiny lockup. 
"It's part of their strategy," he added. 
U.S. House to decide 
fate of military bases 
The House decides this week whether to accept 
a federal commission's recommendations to shut 
down 86 military installations, including Pease 
Air Force Base in New Hampshire. 
A vote on a resolution to disapprove the report 
of the Commission on Base Realignment and Closure 
is scheduled for today, and the full House is expected 
to follow the lead of its Armed Services Committee. 
The panel voted 43-4 last month to support the 
commission's report. 
Pease covers more than 4,000 acres in Newington 
and Portsmouth, employs hundreds of civilians 
and pumps millions of dollars into the regional 
economy. 
Ban on beer for 
boozing burro 
Pancho, a 30-year-old Cuban burro who drinks 
30 quarts of beer a day, has been ordered to cut 
down his drinking by veterinarians who say Pancho, 
who is nationally known, must stop entertaining 
customers by drinking beer in a bar near Holguin 
in eastern Cuba, the news agency Prensa Latin 
reported Saturday. Pancho must be put out co pasture, 
but is not going on the wagon, the agency said. Aware 
that withdrawal might be bad for Pancho, vete-
rinarians allowed him 10 quarts a day. Pancho began 
boozing 15 years ago when a patron gave him a 
bottle of beer and he delighted customers by braying 
for more. Patrons have been handing him drinks 
ever since. 
Libya denies bombing 
Sunday Libya angrily denied a report in a British 
newspaper linking it to the bombing of Pan Am 
Flight 103. 
London's Sunday Telegraph, in a report attributed 
to U.S. intelligence sources, said the bombing was 
conceived during a meeting last year between Libyan 
leader Col. Moammar Gadhafi, a radical Palestinian 
group and Iran's Revolutionary Guards. 
Libya's official JANA news agency, in a dispatch 
monitored in Rome, said Libya "has reaffirmed 
repeatedly its condemnation of terrorism in general 
and the disaster suffered by the Pan Am jumbo 
jet in particluar, and the report published by this 
newspaper amounts to no more than a part of the 
campaign of distortion and twisting of faces 
conducted by Zionest and imperialist circles hostile 
to Great Jamahiriya (Libya)." 
Study finds cocaine use 
to increase stroke risk 
Cocaine abusers, especially those who use crack, 
are more likely to suffer strokes or cerebral 
hemorrhages, researchers in Chicago said Sunday. 
Dr. Patti Peterson, chief of neurology at Detroit _ 
Receiving Hospital, said a three-year study found 
that 3 percent of cocaine abousers admitted to the 
hospital suffered strokes or the rupture or clogging 
of a blood vessel in the brain. Most of the abusers 
were young adults, with an average age of 35, she 
said. The abusers had a "much higher" rate of strokes 
than ochers and the rate of stroke in the general 
population of similar age is about 0.05 percent, 
she said. 
Soccer melee prompts 
a public inquiry 
Sunday in Sheffield, England, lawmakers de-
manded changes in stadium designs, including a 
ban on anti-riot fences, after a mad rush at a soccer 
match crapped thousands of fans behind one of 
the steel barriers. At least 94 people died. 
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher visited 
Hillsborough stadium and promised a public inquiry 
into Saturday's disaster, which turned a soccer cup 
semifinal between Liverpool and Nottingham Forest 
into a nightmare. 
The investigation was expected to focus on why 
so many fans were still outside as the match began 
and on allegations that many entered the sold-out 
stadium, which has a capacity of 54,000, without 
tickets or with forged tickets. 
In Liverpool, the Roman Catholic cathedral was 
filled to overflowing for a requiem Mass for the 
victims - most of them from the northwest port 
city. The Anglican cathedral's bell tolled 94 times 
to mark the deaths. 
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Student is Haaland for day 
By Mike Olliver 
Yesrerday, UNH's youngest 
presidenr successfully served 
the shortest term of any ocher 
president co dace; two hours. 
"f felt very uncomfortable. 
I would never wane co be in rhar 
position," said Michele Lizotte, 
the winner of the Sigma Nu/Chi 
Omega fundraising raffle, which 
placed her in the president's 
office for a day, 
Her term began promptly at 
2:00 p.m. yesterday afternoon, 
when she met with Dan DiBi-
asio, executive assistant to the 
president, and Paul Murphy, the 
Sigma Nu brother who organ-
ized the raffle. · 
The fundraiser, which collect-
ed $525 for the Durham Child-
ren's Daycare Center, was a big 
success in the eyes of Murphy, 
even though it did not meet the 
intended goal of $800. 
Murphy said char over 500 
tickets were sold, and chat the 
money presented to the child-
care center would receive march-
ing funds from the state. These 
1::il! uo cow,hJ renovations in 
rhe center"s kirch<:n, and a new 
kindergarten rot>m 
'Thar will certainly help us," 
said Wendy Russell, director of 
the c<.:nrer. "Now we only h.::ve 
another S 1000 w raise." 
DiRiasio and Lizorce sac :it 
a small conference table in the 
President's office, where DiBi-
asio brought some current issues 
facing President Haaland co 
Lizotte's artenriun. Lizotte 
then fielded questions from 
Di.Biasio about real and hypo-
rhericd university issues, which 
required her cu make: on- the-
spot decisions. 
Lizorre granted funds to allow 
the UNH model UN program 
co participate in the model UN 
at Harvard University. She also 
had co amend a hypothetical 
situation in which an alumni 
refused co make a healthy do-
nation to rhe athletic program, 
due ro the circulation of con-
doms in The New Harnpshire 
last month. 
Lizotte hadn't expected to win 
when she bought her raffle 
ti(ku, and h.tu nuL prc.::viuu~ly 
mer Haaland before she wok 
over his position yesterday, but 
she:: added she was nor nervous 
when the time came ro run the 
~how. 
"The money issues were 
hard," said Liz()tte. " People arc 
always asking him for money . 
le mu:,r be very frustrating. l 
chink Gordon Haaland rakes a 
bum r:ip for all the money 
requests chat go rhrough." 
Haaland said that he thought 
the comest was a good idea. 
"le gives people a chance co 
see what other people do, and 
allows them_ ro change roles and 
look at the world from a differ-
ent perspective," said Haaland. 
According to DiBiasio, Haa-
land will be attending one of 
Lizorre's classes as soon as his 
schedule allows him to do so. 
The ocher winners of the 
raffle, Jessie MacAleer and 
Kelley Gove, will be swapping 
places with Dean of Students 
J. Gregg Sanborn and Chief of 
University Police Roger ~eau-
doin sometime soon. 
Blood donation, using state-of-the-art technology, is now fun. (Sharon Donovan photo) 
Greek games entertain kids 
By Alex Berger - to the restless youths. Kids Ea-stc:r c6g h ..... w ,wv weeks,.ag0, 
The scattered showers and yelled. but it was cancelled due to bad 
chilly weather didn't dampen -"Yell if you want to watch weather. 
the spirits of 21 kids from the 'Bugs Bt,riny,"' More kids yelled. According to Waisgerber, the 
Dover Day Care Center Friday So did some of the brothers. fraternity does service projects, 
afternoon when Sigma Nu fra- "Yell if you want 'Willie such as playing with the kids, 
cernity brought children and Wonka and the Chocolate Fae- for a more positive interaction 
brothers together for Games tory,"' Some yelled, Ninja Tur- with the community. He added 
Day. des won. that the greek system often gets 
Games such as kickball, duck- Doug Rose, Sigma Nu service negative press and that this is 
duck-goose and red-light, green- committee member in charge a way co help improve public 
light were supposed to be held of the event, said playing with opinion. 
on the Kappa Delta sorority the Dover Day Care kids is a Other projects Sigma Nu 
lawn, but the games had co be tradition that goes way back. participates in are the 
moved inside due to the foul Each semester the kids come to President-for-a-Day raffle to 
weather. campus, and there is a different benefit the Durham Children's 
The five and six year-olds theme each time they come. fund and the Red Cross Blood 
' from Dover spent the afternoon This semester's theme was Drive. 
in the Kappa Delta living room Games Day. "We cry to do stuff at a local 
playing duck-duck-goose, wres- Chrissie Olson and Diana level so we can see the impact," 
ding and playing with balloons Leavitt, teachers at the Dover Waisgerber said. 
left over from the recent Yfan- Day Care Center, said they loved Brother Eric Lezy stood up 
topulos/Jenkins campaign. bringing the kids over to Dur- from the game of duck-duck-
When the kids had tired of ham because they got a break goose he'd been playing with 
their games, a TV was brought from the children for a while. and said he was having fun. 
out to show movies on a VCR. "They get to play with the "I think the brothers are 
"Yell as loud as you can if you kids and we sit back," Leavitt having more fun than the kids," 
want to see 'Teenage Mutant said.. Rose said. "As long as they (the 
Ninja Turtles,'" Sigma Nu Rose said originally the kids kids) don't break anything, it's 
brother Pete Waisgerber said were supposed to come for an great." 
RICHARD HERSH 
Hersh accepts 
position at Drake 
By Terri Danisevich 
Former UNH Vice President 
for Academic Affairs, Richard 
Hersh, has recently accepted the 
position as Academic Vice Pres-
-idt:nt and provost at Drake 
University in Des Moines, Iowa. 
Hersh, who is currently a 
professor of education at UNH, 
resigned from his vice prestden-
tial position of three years lase 
summer. 
In a letter made public in July, 
Hersh wrote "I take this step 
because while (UNH) President 
Haaland and I agree on goals 
for improving the University, 
we are in substantial disagree-
ment over which strategies 
would be most effective in 
promoting academic excel-
lence." 
According to Dave Leary, 
chairperson of the search com-
mittee for the new academic vice 
pres idenc, re com mend a tions 
have been given to President 
Haaland and his decision should 
be announced in the next two 
weeks. 
Hersh, who originally came 
to UNH to occupy the position 
of vice president, said he was 
"looking forward to getting back 
into adminisrration to support 
-:iodemic programs." 
According co Hersh, he was 
also nominated for a number 
of positions at ocher universi-
ties, but said he is pleased to be 
heading to Drake, a "university 
with a strong liberal arcs base." 
Drake, he explained, is ap-
proximately half the size of 
UNH. The fact that it is a 
private university, he added, 
means that iL is "less at the 
mercy of issues of legislature 
and sysrem demands." 
Before coming to UNH, 
Hersh was vice president for 
research at 'the University of 
Oregon. He also taught at 
Ha.rvard University and was the 
director of The Center for Moral 
Development there. 
Currently, under a Carnegie 
Corporation grant, Hersh is 
involved in a project where 
selected college and university 
presidents are being encouraged 
to improve the status and im-
portance of public education. 
Regarding leaving New 
Hampshire for Iowa, Hersh 
acknowledged that he will clear-
ly always have regrets, one of 
which "is having to leave friends 
and colleagues," he said. 
Hersh is scheduled to assume 
his new off ice July 1. 
- DANCE 
EVERYONE WELCOME!!! 
A JOINT BENEFIT FOR: -THE NATIONAL STUDENT CAMPAIGN 
AGAINST HUNGER -THE NATIONAL GAY AND LESBIAN TASK 
FORCE CAMPUS PROJECT 
SATURDAY APRIL 22, 1989 8pm to 1am 
Undergraduate Apartment Complex Community Center, 
University Of New Hampshire 




FR ff PARKING AT THE UNH ALUMNI CENTER 
Pl'O l'l /NDl!D 
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ONTHESPO 
-How do you feel about the proposed honor code? 
"I think it is a good idea. By 
signing your name it makes you 
more aware that cheating exists, 
hopefully the honor code will 




"I think that fl,Cademic blinders 
such as these only promote social 
obedience rather than an un-




''Students are coming to college 
becau_se they want to learn, by· 
cheating they are cheating them-




"I think there should be an 
imposed honor code. If you need 
to cheat to get through school 
you should not be here, it is 
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A new screening policy will affect the mini-dorms. (Eric Andrews photo) 
· Dorms adopt screening policy 
By Kathleen Haley "We're trying to get some residents of Eaton House, how-
It is 8 p.m. on a Tuesday. A consistency and continuity to ever, the elimination of their 
loud radio blasts a car dealership keep the themes strong," exemption status last year has 
commercial from behind a door Wiesler said. Last fall the spe- depleted the motivation and 
labeled "House Director" in cialty housing program regained creativity of the house. The 
Hetzel Hall. Two fashionably exemption status in the housing current exemption status can 
dressed girls stand in the hal- lottery, according to Wiesler. only be applied to five people 
-lway giggling at a guy who is She also said that this step has per house, Nolan said. It will 
telling them a story. improved the strength of the take more people than that to 
Across campus in the mini houses and she hopes this new continue the enthusiasm for 
dorms, Susan Benjamin sits program will help them even projects that the house has had 
alone in the lounge of Woodruff more. in past years, he said. 
House listening to new age In Eaton House five or six Many students who wished 
music. She wears a plaid shirt people occupy the lounge. Two to stay in Eaton House last year 
and sweatpants and her hair is pore over time and room sche- were eliminated in the housing 
pulled back into a simple pony dules and another sits at the lottery, leaving mostly freshmen 
tail. grand piano with sheets of and sophomores in the house. 
"The people here are much music spread in front of him. The new screening process, 
more friendly and down-to- A Guns-n-Roses song blasts however, will help Eaton house 
earth," she said of her dorm. from a room upstairs and the and other specialty dorms to 
Last year she lived in Stoke Hall. occupants of the lounge groan. keep uninterested residents out 
Woodruff House is one of "It's only top 40 for Laura," of the program. Two people 
many dorms affected by the new someone says. have been asked to leave Eaton 
screening policy for specialty A face made up of vegetables house at the end of the semester 
housing. In an attempt to make stares into the room from the because "half the people here 
the themes stronger, a commit- refrigerator door and Dr. Seuss's don't even know their names," 
tee of students in each specialty Cat in the Hat can be seen according to Briano Greenfield, 
dorm will screen out applicants laughing at the crowd from a resident of Eaton House. 
who are not interested in par- above the stairway. The paint- But the screening process is 
ticipating in the projects and ings are projects of former not meant to be a major obstacle 
programs the dorms sponsor. residents in the dorm. Other for students trying to get into 
Many students apply to live projects have included medieval a specialty dorm. Greenfield 
in a mini dorm solely for the jewelry making, square dancing, admits that she isn't really 
purpose of having a single, and _performances of original artistically inclined, but that she 
according to special interest music. was "interested and willing to 
housing director Susan Wiesler. Sophomore Dave Nolan sits participate" in the activities of 
As Benjamin talks about the on a couch playing with a lighter the dorm. Other residents 
common ground that she shares and talking about the need for agreed that interest, not talent, 
with her dorm mates in the creativity in his life. Nolan is was the deciding factor for new 
environmental interest theme a math major who would spend applicants to the house. 
ho?se, people . walk through most of his time with numbers The new screening program 
wearing plaid or flannel shirts. if it weren't for the creative arts will also include Huddleston 
They look comfortable. On the specialty dorm. Hall, which is a 24-hour quiet 
door, signs are posted adver- "This is the only way I keep hour dorm. Srriith Hall will 
rising Earth Week and a new my creativity," he said. • employ a slightly different 
ropes course are According to Nolan and other system, according to Wiesler. 
ENVIRONMENTAL ENFORMA TION FAIR - Learn more 
about the activities of a wide variety of environmental 
oragnizations. Thompson Hall lawn (Rain location: Se-
nate/Merrimack Room, MUB) 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
SMITH HALL INTERNATINAL FIESTA-A cultural event 
inluding international food, games, live international bands 
and lots of fun. Smith Hall, lla.m. to 8p.m. ' 
BLOOD DRIVE - Granite State Room, MUB, noon to 5 
P·!Il· Fin~ncial Services Seminar - "Financial Sevices: Emerging 
Trends in the New Hampshire Market." New England Center, 
7 p.m. Information and registration: Whittemore School 
862-1367 ' 
. UNH THEATER - "Macbeth." Johnson theater, Paul Arts, 
8p.m. . 
fCALENDAR 
TUESDAY, APRIL 18 
BLOOD DRIVE - Granite State Room, MUB, noon to 5 
p.m. 
CAMPING WORKSHOP - Learn the techniques to leave 
the wilderness environment as you found it, oeautiful and 
undisturbed. Belknap Room, MUB, 12:30 p.m. 
LECTURE - Roy Porter, Professor at the Welcome Institute 
for the History of Medicine, London, lectures on "Madness, 
Reason, and the French Revolution." Room 127, Hamilton 
Smith, 4 p.m. 
GERMAN FILM SERIES _:_ "Engel aus Eisen." Room 4, 
Horton, 6:45 p.m. . . 
ACID RAIN PANEL DISCUSSION - Faculty from Complex 
Systems Research Center, Forest Resource and Environmental 
· Conservation Departments, will discuss the problems of 
acid rain in New Hampshire. Room 1101, Parson, 7 p.m. 
SPANISH FILM SERIES - "The Holy Innocents." Room 
110, Murkland, 7 p.m. _ 
UNH JAZZ BAND AND UNH STUDENT JAZZ COMBOS 
- BilfReeve, directing. Strafford Room, MUI3, 8 p.m. · 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 19 
BLOOD DRIVE - Granite .State Room, MUB, Noon to 5 
p.m. . 
BASEBALL - vs. Merrimack-2, 1 p.m. 
BIOTECHNOLOGY SEMINAR - "Problems in the Promise: 
An Environmentalist's View of Biotechnology," Dr. Jane 
Rissler, Biotechnology Specialist, National Wildlife Per-
deraiton. Room 219, Barton Hall, 4 p.m. 
PANEL DISCUSSION - "Global Climate Change." Learn 
about how cahnges inour atmosphere and forests may affect 
us all. Room 4, Horton, 7 p.m. · 
FRENCH FILM - "Passeton bac d'abord." Room 110, 
Murkland, 7 p.m., $1 
FACULTY LECTURE SERIES - "Disarmament: Oppor-
tunities and Obstacles." Michael K. Ferber, Association 
Professor of English. 1925 Room, Alumni Center, 7:30 p.m. 
MARINE SCIENCE SEMINAR SERIES - "Images From 
the Seas: Exploringthe Fine Architecture of Livrng Cells 
with Video-enhanced Light Microscopy." Room 1101, Parsons, 
8p.m. 
THURSDAY, APRIL 20 
PASSOVER 
UNH THEATER - "Macbeth." Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 
10:30 a.m. 
ART GALLERIES BROWN BAG SERIES - UNH Student 
Woodwind Quartet concert. Galleries; Paul Arts, Noon, free, 
open to the public . 
BLOOD DRIVE - Granite State Room,MUB noon to 5 p.m. 
FORUM - "The NH Strategies for 1990 Commision." The 
commission, composed of leading state Democrats and 
representatives wi11 be drafting a report stating direc~ion 
the party should pursue for the nect decaae. Voice your opinions 
in the only pul:ilic forum. Belknap Room, MUB, 12:30 to 
2p.m. 
SPEAK OUT - On environmental concerns. Voice your 
concerns about the environment and rour ideas on how we 
can help improve it. Thompson Hal lawn (rain location: 
Straffora Room, MUB) 12:30 p.m. 
BIOTECHNOLOGY SEMINAR - "An Environmentalist's 
View of Biotechnology_ Regulation," Dr. Jane Risser, 
Biotechnoloty Specialist, National Wildlife Federation. Forum 
Room, Diamond Library, 1 p.m. 
C.P.A. DAY - A panal of accounting progessionals will 
discuss contemporary issues on accounting. Reception to 
follow. Room 208, McConnell Hall, 3:30 - 5 p.m. 
PSYCHOLOGY COLLEQUIUM - Bob Blodgett, Psychology, 
UNH, "Locus of Control and the Value of Health." Room 
101/102, Conant Hall, 4-5 p.m. 
DEBATE - "Seabrool and Nuclear Power" Hear repre-
sentatives form Seabrook and the Clamshell Alliance debate 
the merits and future of nuclear power. Room 4, Horton, 
7 p.m. 
FRENCH FILM - "Passeton bac d'abord." Room 110 , 
Murkland, 7 p.m., $1 
UNH CHAMBER CHORUS - Henry Wing, Directing. 
University Art Galleries, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. 
FRIDAY, APRIL 21 
WOMEN'S NETWORK BREAKFAST - "An Honest Way 
for a Women to Make a Living," Ruth Katz, Inversity Librarian. 
Carroll/Belknap Room, MUB, 8 - 9:30 a.m. __ 
I 
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IF'YE SPEAKER ON AUSTRAILIA: Sponsored 
by UNH 4-H Club. Ben Davis will speak about 
his experience in Australia. A short business 
meeting for the UNH 4-H Club co follow. Anyone 
welcome to attend! Tuesday, April 18, Room 42, 
Hamilton Smith, 8:30 p.m. 
LIGHT HORSEMANSHIP SIGN-UP (ANSC 
402): classes open to all students priority sign-
up: Tues. April 18, 5-7 p.m. Sign-up: Wednesday, 
April 19, 5:30 p.m. (Light Horsebarn Classroom) 
I Sideline scenes at 
Boston's 21st .mile 
GREAT BAY FOOD COOP: We are a non-profit 
organization selling good food for low prices. Get 
your groceries right on campus! Wednesdays, 
Hubbard Hall Recreation Room, 4:30-7 p.m. 
STUDENT ART SHOW: Bring entries to Hills-
borough Room, MUB, Friday, April 21. 8 a.m. to 
noon. All entries muse be gallery ready. 2-D works 
muse be framed and hangable. 
"IN DEFENSE OF CREATION," EARTH WEEK 
LECTURE: Sponsored by Gaia & NHOC. Did God 
really give us power to dominate the earth? Rev. 
Paul Murphy-Geiss, UNH Chaplain. Monday, April 
24, Senate Room, MUB, 7 p.m. 
REP. RICHARD GEPHART: Sponsored by 
Democratic Student Organization. Rep. Gephart 
will be discussing the Bush Budget and U.S. 
c9mpetitiiveness in the Global Economy. Monday, 
April 24th, Sullivan Room, MUB, 7:30 p.m. 
ACADEMIC 
SUMMER HORSEMANSHIP SIGN-UP (ANSC 
402): Classes open to all students. Priority sign-
up: Tuesday, April 18, 5-7 p.m., Sign-up: Wed-
nesday, April 19, 5:30 p.m. (Light Horse Barn 
Classroom) 
MEETINGS 
COMMITTEE ON CENTRAL AMERICA "FAST 
MEETING": COCA is sponsoring the 4th Annual 
Fast for Central America on the week of A pril 
24-28. Anyone interested in fasting or just helping 
out with the fast should come co this meeting. 
Tuesday, Ajpril 18, Carroll Room, MUB, 7 p.m. 
HORSEMAN'S CLUB MEETING: To watch 
Eventing videos and hold elections. Tuesday, April 
18, Light Horse Classroom, 7 p.m. 
HOTEL SALES AND MARKETING ASSOCIA-
TION MEETING: Inte!'esced in Sales?. Hear panel 
discussion of sales strategies by Hotel professionals. 
All are welcome. Refreshments. Wednesday, April 
19th, Merrimack Room, MUB, 7 p.m. 
STUDENT COALITION FOR THE HOMELESS 
MEETING: Join us for discussion of our current 
fundraising project: i.e. Variety Show, April 22nd 
at Portsmouth High School. All are welcome. 
Wednesday, April 119, Room 125, Hamilton Smith, 
7 p.m. 
SUBMIT INFORMATION TO OFFICE OF 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES IN THE MUB. CALL 
862-1524 FOR FORMS AND DEADLINES. 
By R. Scott Nelson _ 
Ir is a beautiful sunny day, and 
there are no lines for the porta-
ponies. 
What else need be said? The 
93rd Boston Marathon is a 
perfectly good reason to blow 
off classes, drive down to Boston 
to the Boston College campus, 
and join over one million other 
festive spectators in cheering 
on the 8,000 field of racers. 
The smell of Italian sausage 
and beer is thick in the air, 
multi-colored crowd coils down 
the backside of Heartbreak Hill, 
munching on free samples of 
Smartfood and waiting expec-
tantly for the racers to arrive. . 
A little after 1 :00 pm, an hour 
into the race, the sound of sirens 
begins cresting the hill. The first 
wheelchair racers are on their 
way. 
Two men with burly arms in 
sleek racing chairs zoom into 
view, one drafting the other, 
a scant foot behind. They lean 
far forward like skiers in a tuck, 
riding the hill for all it is worth, 
flying thr.ough the screaming 
chute of spectators. 
DURHAM COPY 
For the next45 minutes, more 
wheelchair racers glide by. One 
looks like an Egyptian pharoh, 
equipped with a teardrop 
helmet like bicycle sprinters 
wear. They seem to be glad for 
the rest on the backside of the 
biggest hill on the course. RESUMES 
Typing 





. 25 copies 
25 envelopes 
25 extra sheets of paper 
868-7031 ~ nwk~ widi,~ 1/eall/ ~3~, 
Then, at 1:42, the lead 
runners stride over the rise, and 
move at a hasty clip into the the 
last five miles of the course. In 
front of them are four State 
Police motorcycles, a police car 
with its cherries on, and two 
open trucks full of TV camera 
men focused on the leaders. The 
crowd is going nuts. Jenkins Court, Durham, NH open Monday-Friday 
8:30am-5:30pm Ingrid Christianson of Nor-
way, the first woman compet-
itor, flies by about twelve min-
utes later. She is unbelievably 
skinny, ~nd over six minutes . 
An education -for those who can't look the other way. 
If you gain satisfaction 
from reaching out and helping 
others, Northeastern University 
has a special place for you. 
At Boston Bouve College of 
Human Development Professions 
you can learn to assist others 
realize their full potential 
Most of our programs are 
offered on a part-time or full-
time basis, combining classroom 
theory with practical, hands on 
experience. 
Master of Education 
Programs 
-Counseling 
-Counseling Teach er of · Reading 
























-Elementary & Secondary 
School Teacher Preparation 
-Special Education 
Call (617)437-2708 or write 
to us at 106 Dockser Hall, 
Northeastern University, 
Boston, Ma 02115 
ahead t)t her clt>sest tema k 
follower. 
The bulk of the runners now 
begin streaming by. For the next 
three hours, they course through 
the supportive crowd like blood 
cells through an artery. The 
cheering and clapping of the 
spectators follows the racers 
along the route like "the wave" 
at a football game. 
Everyone is caught up in the 
festive atmosphere here at the 
21 mile mark uf the race. Scores 
of volunteers in grey Boston 
Marathon windbreakers hand 
out paper cups of Poland 
Springs water, little kids are 
passing out wet yellow sponges 
to cool off the race.rs, and a 
wobbly, red-haired baby claps 
awkwardly for the runners alung 
with the rest of the crowd. 
UNH Senior Jim Church, 
who is watching the marathon, 
says, "The crowd is unbeliev-
,1 hl~· t-v,=-ryh,,,~ .. :,, ·· ---:n~ to-
gether for a day ii• a cooperative 
enterprise." 
UNH Juniors Amy Bab:-., !l 
and Kim Ch,.; ·in are among tht. 
participants, and don't look half 
bad for having run 21 miles. 
Chapin wears a "Don't Worry, 
Run Happy" tee shirt. 
The crowd at this point of the 
course, right next to Boston 
College, saves its wildest ova-
tions for the runners wearing 
BC shirts. The students get 
coda y off from school, and they 
are out in .force. They are 
hanging out of dorm windows, 
blasting Steve Miller on their 
stereos, and hoisting plastic cups 
of beer in salute tu their fellows, 
who return the gesture by 
waving their arms in triumph 
as they lope by. 
"Toga! Toga! Let's go BC!" 
The students yell as four Boston 
College TKE brothers in sheets 
run by, sweating profusely. 
A few minutes later, someone 
with a tee shirt proclaiming 
"This body is powered by pray-
er" strides by, tailed by a balding 
guy with a gut wearing a "This 
Bud's for you" jersey, and a man 
with a "Free James Brown" 
shirt. 
The incentive for some par-
ticipants was a sense of accomp-
lishment for finishing the 26 
mile race, but one man's reward 
was different. He ran with a can 
of Bud Light suspended in on 
a stick in front of him from his 
hat, like a mule with carrot hung 
in front of its nose. 
Some runners banded togeth-
er to conquer the test. Two older 
men f oined hands for a moment 
as they cruised by. 
"We've come pretty far, 
baby," one gasped triumphantly 
to the other. 
Other racers were urged onw-
ard by jeans-clad spectators, who 
ambled alongside their exausted 
friends, offering encourage-
ment. 
A blind woman jogged by, 
holding hands with a friend who 
guided her. Later, a man wearing 
a Walkman ran along while 
pushing his baby daughter 
through the marathon in a 
carriage. 
Toward the end of the pack, 
a balding grey haired man runs 
by, grinning a sweaty grin. 
"How can you smile after 21 
miles?" a spectator asks incred-
ulously. 
"You have to smile if you're 
gonna make it to the finish," 
he grunts co her JnatJ;~r-of-
factly, his eyes ~till focused on 
the last five mile stretch. 
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Wildcatessen is no longer a wildkittenessen. <Ben Frazier photo) 
Alternative in campus food 
By Matthew Sanner 
As you walk through the Joor, 
th<: aromas of baking pizzas and 
baguettes fill the air. Your ears 
art greeted with Pink Floyd 
quiuly lamenting away in the 
background. On the t. v. is a 
movie or favorite prime time 
show. After you order your food 
and sir Jown, the stress of the 
day's studying slowly ebbs away. 
ls chis Nick's? Glory Daze? 
No, it's U.N.H.'s own Wildca-
tessen. Jiaving turned one year 
old in February, the Wildca-
tessen has become popular with 
a loyal following of a<lministra-
tion as well as students. 
During the day, faculty and 
staff, mostly from area one, have 
lunch there. But at night almost 
C '''··•.,nr,c th r:- r(: ic· t cr,,,~e!"'~ 
"The overall results have 
been basically positive. Most 
people who have been here have 
come back," Manager of the 
Wildcatessen Dawn Mason said. 
The Wildcatessen, owned and 
operated by University Dining, 
has been able to keep a good 
selection of food and drinks at 
. reasonable prices, because all 
food is bought through the 
University. "I chink people are 
happy with the selection," Ma-
son said. 
It seems that most students 
agree with Mason. 
"I chow there almost everyday 
and it's really great. I love the 
way it's so close co the Smith 
Hall International Center,''. 
Junior Theodora Jaster said. 
I 
DINNER 
(continued from page 2) 
"rum balls rolled in cocoa, swan 
eclairs with cream filling, 2nd 
classic petits fours consisting 
of vanilla cake, orange icing and 
marzipan hearts," according to 
the menu. 
The majority of guests at 
Friday's Jinner werc. faculty and 
townspeople. Most of the stu-
dents in attendance were either 
Hotel Administration seniors 
or first time guests. For the 
senior Hotel Administration 
students, this was the first 
dinner at which they didn't have 
to work. 
Jen Ayre, ...1 senior Hotel 
Administration student said, 
"I thought it ran very smoothly. 
I heard that they had problems 
in the kitchen but no one could 
tell." 
UNH senior Chris Hepburn, 
a first time gourmet dinner 
guest said of the evening, "I 
loved it!" He attended the 
dinner with his roommate and 
a group of friends . "My room-
mate and I decided to go with 
about 15 other cou pies, all 
graduating seniors and just had 
a great time. I wish I'd gone to 
more. I'm definitely glad I had 
the opportunity to go before I 
graduated." -------
The food got rave reviews 
from the guests. Clare Tuomey, 
a senior and veteran dinner 
guest, said,"The sorbet in cones 
was so cute and the dessert was 
awesome." Ayre added, "The 
menu selection was very crea-
tive, however, I was a little 
disappointed in the appetizer." 
Tuomey agreed, commenting 
that the scallops could have used 
a bit more zing. 
Tuomey bubbled over with 
enthusiasm. She went with a 
bunch of friends. "It's such a 
nice thing to do: 'to get ci!essed 
(Hy b'J~IJJU1 UIJ c: ~ '.:)'~0 ~~id ,'{ IJ)r., 
.1,9-Y.1~~1•\ i 1·M·l ·J,;WLli~.' 
up and go out with yuur tnends. 
It's a bit different and special." 
According to Caplan, in com-
parison with past dinners, "The 
menu was a real challenge to 
put together." 
An enormous amount of work 
goes into the dinner menu. C.J. 
Tacinelli, the sous chef, said that 
this dinner was hard to order 
for. He pointed out that you 
have to "consider portioning, 
presentation, palatability, fresh-
ness of product, and serving it 
at the right temperature, and 
in a timely fashion." 
The gourmet dinner is an 
event that requires a lot of help 
from many sources. The wait-
staff was provided by the Hotel 
Administration 403 class. These 
students received a grade for 
their performance. The bartend-
ers and cocktail waitresses were 
paid for their services. 
The plants were provided by 
the UNH greenhouse, the menu 
was done by the UNH printing 
services, and the UNH mailing 
services sent out invitations. 
The beverage department in the 
MUB handled the cocktail and 
bar service, and the catering 
service in the MUB helped out, 
as well. 
Caplan stated, "We think of 
this as a campus-wide event that 
the hotel program puts on for 
UNH. We'd love the campus 
to be more a part of it." He 
added that he would love for the 
students to "come enjoy the 
dinner or help behind the 
scenes." 
Everyone felt that it went 
smoothly despite the few minor 
_problems that were encoun-
tered. The general manager of 
the dinner, Maureen Harrigan, 
said with a smile and a sigh of 
relief, "I think it was great." 
Seung Chui "Chaz'' Park is in · 
complete agreement. "I love it, 
it's great, I go there every night," 
Park said. 
Although the Wildcatessen 
has done well its first year, there 
are those who think the selec-
tion could be improved. 'Tm 
sad. They only have Pepsi. 
Where's the Coke. That's what 
I want to know," said Junior 
Kelly Delevan. · "But the ba-
guettes are really good." 
The Wildcatessen is open 
from 11 :00a.m. to 2 :00p.m. 
Monday through Friday for 
lunch, and 7:00p.m. to 12:00a.m. 
for dinner. It is closed Saturday, 
and is open for dinner from 











Hauling it home is out. 
Storing it at Purdy Self 
Storage is in! 
STUDENT 
SPECIALS 




4 ft. x 4 ft. bins 
Safe and secure 
in our dry, above ground 
fire-protected building. 
We need student 
coordinators on & off 
campus to help organize 





THE PERFECT SOLUTION 




EARN EXTRA INCOME OR· 
land a good summer job 
GET PROFESSIONAL TRAINING AT 
MASTERBARTENDERSCHOOLITS 







84 Main Street 
. Newmarket, N.H. 03857 
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
THEATER& DANCE 
-_.ff/ 
Department of Theater and Dance presents 
William Shakespeare's tragedy 
directed by John Edwards 
April 20 and 26 at 10:30 A.M. 
April 21 and 22 at 8:00 P.M. 
April 26 and 27 at 7:00 P.M. 
April 28 and 29 at 8:00 P.M. 
Johnson Theater 
Paul Creative Arts Center 
Durham 
General: $6 
UNH Students/Employees/Alumni, Seniors: $5 
Reservations: 862-2290 
Dinner Theater Package: New England Center Restauran-~ 
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Marine Science Seminar Series 
"Exploring the Fine Architecture 
of Living Cells with Video-enhanced 
Light Microscopy" 
Dr. Shinya Inoue 
Marine Biological Laboratory 
Woods Hole 
8:00 p.m., Wednesday, April 19, 1989 
lddles Auditorium (L-101), Parsons Hall 
Mechanisms of Mitotic Chromosome Movement 
Thursday, April 20th, 11-Noon 
Forum Room, Main Library · 
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\> in the Granite State Room 
May 1st - 3rd • 
• 
Submissions now being accepted 
in Room 148 of the MUB Ftpril 21-29, 1989 
_ All work must be matted 
FRI DAY APRIL 21, 1989 
. JON BUTCHER 
with special guest 
STOMPERS! 





er;;~~ iru t1w 
crriCUCWJ ~ ~-.. 
See the show for free! Join the 
Production or Security teams; 
call 862-2195 or show up at 
our office in the M_UB! 
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i( * 
t The Student Senate. would like to congratulate : f all the winners of the Student Body a 
i( Elections *· 
i( * 
i( * 
{ Student Body President: Mike Desmarais, and : 
iC Student Body Vice President: Chris -Sterndale * 
i( *" 
i( * 
{ Greek Senators: : 
i( Colleen Brennan Tim Myles * 
{ William Dalton Craig Northridge i 
i( David Virnelli Dave Smith * 
i( * 
{ Commuter Senators: : 
i( Corrine Moore Clinton Libbey Danny Prats * 
~ Kimberly Varney Christine Corey Christopher Hill * 
i( Andrew Albright Michele Scenna Rebecca Haas * 
i( Jay Brown Erin Dwyer Kenneth Skidmore * 
{ Lee Rosenfield Tracey Henzel Sally Lange lt 
i( Nancy Iida Jason Weissberg Christine Morneau )t 
iC Andrew Gamble Jonathan Garthwaite James McSharry : 
i( Nancy Valerio Vernon Hickey · - Jennifer Turbyne * 
i( Beth Clark Ruth Rivard Joseph Quigley * 
i( Rob Stevenson Monica Flood • David Gibb )t 
i( * t PRIDE DAY is April 26th. Pitch in to help! : 
i( * t The Coalition for the Homeless is sponsoring a VARIETY SHOW : 
iC . April 22, 7:00pm at Portsmouth H.S. * 
t Tickets will be sold Tuesday and Thursday on the top floor of the MUB. Questions: i 
i( Ca// 868-3647 * 
t EATING DISORDER WEEK IS APRIL 23-29 : t Monday: Food Fright 8:30pm Williamson 7A : 
~ Tuesd~y: Waistland 4:00pm Carroll rm, MUB )t 
i( Nutrition and Learning 7:00pm Hubbard Hall * 
iC to Eat Spontaneously 7:00pm Gibbs * 
iC 8:30pm Christensen 3A lt 
i( * , t Wednesday: Killing Us Softly 6:00pm Sullivan rm, MUB : 
i( Food Fright 8:30pm Stoke 7th )t 
i( * 
i( Thursday: Helping Someone with an 4:00pm Senate rm, MUB lt 
i( Eating Disorder lt 
• ¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥~~-~~~~~~~~~~A~~-~~* 




KA TH LEEN HALEY 
Yesterday was my birthday. I celebrated the end of my 
22nd year by going to my P.O. box in Dover and picking 
up a card from my mom. There was a check inside. I thought 
about what I could spend the money on that would be fun 
· but practical. I decided to register my car. It was fun. 
There was also a little yellow slip of paper in my box that 
said I had a certified mail pickup at the window. I had always 
known that if I sent in those Publisher's Clearinghouse entries 
I would eventually win. And on my birthday! 
I waited in line and finally made it to the desk. I stood 
on my toes to look over the woman's shoulder as she pulled 
an envelope from the pile. She made me sign three different 
pieces of paper before she gave it to me, but I didn't mind. 
Time is cheap when yo~'re a millionaire. 
Okay, so it wasn't from Publisher's Clearinghouse. It wasn't 
from American Family Publishers either. It wasn't even from 
a magazine publisher that wanted to hire me as a writer. 
It was from Boston University's collection department. 
My student loan is way overdue, I have ignored all previous 
notices and basically they're going to get me. 
Whatever happened to birthdays when little kids came 
with their moms and mushed cake all over their faces? 
Remember slumber parties when we all told ghost stories 
and ate pizza until we got sick? Or high school parties when 
your best friend got someone to buy you a rack of beer and 
it was enough to get the two of you drunk? 
I should have figured it out the year my birthday fell on 
Good Friday and my friend Cheryl hap to leave my party 
to go to church. While she was gone another girl's hair caught 
on fire. 
My parents always told me that birthdays got less important 
as you got older, but I never believed them. My mom even 
discovered one year that she was a year younger than she 
had thought. At the time I couldn't figure out how she could 
have forgotten her age, but it's beginning to become clear. 
The other day I went into Martin's to buy beer and I didn't 
get carded, a guy I work with thought I was twenty-five, 
and grocery clerks kept calling me ma'am. I've had enough 
of birthdays. 
The New Hampshire reporter Kathleen Haley drove 
us to New Yori<. 
Small 
Classes Taught 
by Brandeis Faculty 
Close to the Excitement of Cambridge/Boston ... 
Information, catalog and application: 
Brandeis University 
Summer School 
Waltham, MA 02254, (617) 736-34_24 
UH-OH! THOSE BLOOMIN' 




DURHAM BED CROSS SPRING 
BLOOD DRIVE 
ON MONDAY APRIL 17th 
THROUGH FRIDAY APRIL 21st 
12 NOON TO 5 PM 
MUB 
in college rings. is offering 
extra savings. Order now. 
opt for August delivery. and 
you can sm·e up to s-,; on 
an r\rtCar.ed gold ring. 
And what makes this a truly 
golden opportunity is that 
you don·t haw to pay fi>r 
your ring until it arrin·s in 
August' hery .-\rtCar.·ed 
ring is expertly crafted and 
hacked hy a F~II Liktime 
\\'arranty. Stop by to find the 
style that"s perfect for you. ~ 
> ~. { I J I ( I J I r J '- r 4 J / ' 
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~ SAFE RID ES · ~ 
_ Applications Now Available for: 
· Chairperson, 
~ Budqet Manage~ • a 
~ . D1rector of ili 
Drivers/Dispatchers) 
Marketing Manager 
-These compensated positions look great 
·on resumes and are highly regarded 
by employers. 
nu, Qua/i~)'. ) . v·C'T 
nJe Cnifts111a11shifJ. · '· j ,r.G· ~ J. 
11,eRm'llrdfi/l/Deserw ~~J'l.l)' 
-Applications can be picked up in Room 203 
in the New Health Facilities Buildings 
-Please inquire only if you have a sincere interest 
in working for Safe Rides ANJ)DON"fE 
Safe Rides runs 
every Friday and Saturday 
from 10 p.m. - 2 a.m. APRIL 19, 20 & 21_ - 10:00 am· 3:00 p~ __ UNH Bookstore Hewitt Hall 
Date. Time Place 
l lll l" r ,,iii.I , ,uh Jurm~ d,1h·, ,, r11h·n ,1h11,l· 
(~ I'-'~"' ,\ril .lfh'J l /,1,, H111i:, 
Deposit Required ~ 11·1 Z I and can be reached at 862-1414 
( 
Applications are now being accepted for : 
I/ 
CHAIR POSITIONS 




Please return to the Student Senate Office by 4:00pm} 
April 26phJ to Ann-Marie Elek~ 
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~JJ SPRING CONCERT [.!} :, lfiridlct,!/\ r'itl\ l j featuring J' I ~---
1 J' jl 
§ -------..u= ¥ ~ t r1 - . j • r1§ 1~; ~#~54j~tablQ ~;, 
! JJ THIE ~~im,r;~t(O)iif·JH[. ~urn~ f.11 
~. j of Hanover, New Hampshm~ j I 
I r-, Saturday April 29, 1989 r-, i t .} Richards Auditorium (Murkland 110) .} t 
§ 8:00 p.m. § JJ $3.00 Students / $5.00 Non-Students [.Ii 
j JI 
I i i I ~i ~.Q1~1 ~.Q.J' I 
~ ~ ~
Spring Lecture Series 
PRESENTS: 
The NH Democratic Strategies for 1990 
Commission 
"This will be the commission's only public f arum, 
so come voice your opinion." 
Where: Belknap Rm, MUB 
When: Thursday, April 20th, 12:30-2:00pm 
Representative Richard Gephardt 
"Representative Gephardt will be discussing the 
Bush budget and U.S. competitiveness in the global economy 
Where: Sullivan Rm, MUB 
When: Monday, April 20th, 7:30-8:30pm . 
• 
• • • • 
800000000000000000000000000000000000000000 . 0 § 2nd Annual 8 
I VARIETY I 
I SHOW I 
lq,~~<,('THE FOOLsl 
I DAVE MALLET i 
8 SAVOY TRUFFLEl8 0 . 
o COMIC TALENT: · 
§GUILTY CHILDREN ON LY 
8
8 
MIKE MOTO $8 00 § 
0 JIM CAREY • 8 0 0 
0 0 
8 7 pm, Saturday, § 
I April 22 ~i~e; av~;;;~E i 
8 0 § to benefit tues, wed, thurs § 
§ the Student Coalition for the Homeless § 
. -00000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
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HANDICAP 
(continued from page 1) 
bound person tu gee in and out 
of his or her car. 
"That way some can go 
around with a car," she said, "I 
didn't wane a van." 
She added with a smile, "And 
I'm still totally independanc." 
Many people still aren't sen-
sitive to the needs of individuals 
wiht handicaps, according to 
Donna Marie Sorentino, coor-
dinator for ACCESS. 
··They're (the community) 
nor sensitive to the number of 
steps that an idividual who has 
a disability has to go through 
to get support services," said 
Sorentino, "co bring them on 
an equal level with their peers." 
Sorenrino used getting books 
for the legally blind as an 
example. Books must be ordered 
in advance during preregistra-
tion for the upcoming semester, 
she said, and the ordered books 
need co be read in co a tape 
rc:c()rder worcl -h 11 -word 
Zeller said the costs are a 
problem for the physically im-
paired. "There's not a lot of help 
through the state," said Zeller, 
"It's expensive being handi-
capped." 
What hurts more than th<: 
· costs, however, are the negative 
stigmas and stereotypes han-
dicapped indiviuals often suffer 
from. 
"Ir ( negative stereotypes and 
stigmas) can produce anxiety 
and fear, which often breeds 
ignorance," Sorenrino said, "If 
you're afraid co talk ro that 
person who's deaf, then you're 
never going to learn to rise 
above Lhat, and your fear will 
continue." 
Sorentino challenged the 
UNH community "co sensitize 
ourselves ... so chat we can better 
help make resources available 
to them and understand them 
on an equal basis." 
RIEFER'$ 
SPORTSWEAR 
F raternltiea - Sororlll•• 
161 PORTLAND AVE. 
DOVER, N.H. 03820 
(603) 743-4763 
Harry Snout sure is 
happy someone put 
his picture in the NEW 
HAMJ'SHIRE for his 
BIRTHDAY!! 
So what about your 
Friends!! 
JOIN IN THE 4th ANNUAL 
UNB FAST WEEK FOR CENTRAL AMERICA 
If you are interested inf as ting or just helping with speakers, movies 
and our concert, come to our meeting tonight. 




ARE COMIN' BACK! 
TO DURHAM RED CROSS 
SPRING BLO.OD DRIVE 
ON MONDAY, APRIL 17th 
TO FRIDAY, APRIL 21st 
;~~:;. -·:: >fl·\:·~--?,:};'.·:.; 12 NOON TO 5PM 
' ; 
MUB 
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Editorial 
Let's say that you're gay . •• 
arrested. Let's say that you're gay. 
You are in a state that progresses 
economically and regresses socially. You 
are in a state that doesn't allow you to adopt 
children, because the legislators fear your 
harmful influence on them. You are in a 
state that will not let you be a foster parent, 
or run a foster family home, because the 
environment you'd raise the child in is not 
considered wholesome. 
You're living in a world that seems to 
conspire against you. You perhaps fear 
displaying affection for your lover publicly, 
because of the potential scorn heaped upon 
you by intolerant people. Making your true 
sexual preference known opens you up to 
the hatred of a bigoted minority. If you' re 
a male, y_ou can't help but fear the horrific 
spectre of AIDS. If caught in a moment 
of passion with your lover, you could be 
You walk down the street and around 
the groups of people, and you hear them 
talk about you. The more civil ones, the 
ones that don't call you 'fag' and 'dyke' and 
'homo', argue· absurdly about items of vital 
interest to you. They speak disparagingly 
about proposed gay-rights amendments, 
using the strange logic that if gays were 
given a law granting them equal rights, 
then every radical fringe would soon be 
begging for the same thing. They claim 
that eventually there would be laws on the 
books protecting left-handers, blind dentists 
and people with ugly hair from discrim-
ination. Hearing them, you' re forced to 
laugh a bittersweet laugh. You think about 
the great progress brought about in the 
women's rights and black rights fields by 
constitutional amendments, and you wonder -
why you can still be discriminated against 
legally for your sexual preference, when 
your race, creed, and color are protected. 
People within earshot speak of ideals, 
saying that there shouldn't have to be a 
law granting you equal rights, that you 
should be treated the same as everyone, 
without a law having to be involved. You 
grit your teeth and think yes, that would 
be an idealistic goal. But there are no federal 
laws protecting your rights now, and things 
are not working out as they should. 
Discrimination continues against you 
unchecked. Ideals do you no good. 
You can't help but look forward to any 
sign of a public defense for your rights. 
You want to see an indication that you're 
not fighting alone. 
Seeing a student wearing blue jeans, you 
smile. 
Thank You 
To the Editor: 
To The New Hampshire, 
I am writing to cell you something 
that I'm sure you don't hear often 
enough: Thank You! 
I am a junior in the Spanish 
department's study abroad program 
in Granada, Spain. I never really 
appreciated The New Hampshire 
while I was on campus, but now chat 
I'm so far away from Durham, it 
is really nice to be able to keep in 
touch with the UNH news. You are 
doing a really good job, and we all 
look forward to getting The New 
Hampshire, thanks to the Spanish 
department, a few times a month. 
We just got the March 28 edition 
today, because of the mail delays. 
Although this letter may be out-
dated by the time it arrives, I want 
to congratulate the creators of 
LAPHOS- it was very well-written, 
and really hilarious! I hope that 
LAPHOS continues to be a regular 
feature in the paper. With all of 
the bad news there is lately, about 
budget curs and dorm sires, we could 





To the Editor: 
Because of my involvement with 
University of New Hampshire 
Alumni Relations, a letter in The 
New Hampshire last week spurred 
me to action. I called a meeting of 
the directors in the Alumni Center 
and said: "Look guys, the secret's 
out, some senior from Boston 
spilled the beans that we do nothing 
for our alumni. And now he's not 
gonna give to UNH after he leaves. 
He had to have the inside scoop on 
our lack of concern for our grad-
ua res. I want co know who 
squealed." 
"Not me," said she who coordi-
nates the Senior Challenge Program 
together with the Senior Night on 
Campus and the Senior Dinner. 
''I've been busy with the Student 
Ambassadors." 
"Me either," said he who organ-
izes UNH Alumni Clubs nation-
wide and the alumni receptions 
after all home football games. "I 
just got back from the alumni ski 
weekend at Deer Valley, Utah, and 
I'm on my way to Washington for 
a weekend Club event. I haven't had 
time co talk to anybody. 
"Might have been an outside 
leak," he said. "Why not talk to the 
Boston Alumni Club officers who 
sponsor UNH Night at the Pops 
and the Nutcracker. Someone may 
have talked to this guy at one of 
our alumni events at the Museum 
of Fine Arts or the Boston Museum 
of Science." 
"More likely," he said "the leak 
happened at the recent Boston Club 
wine-tasting party. Loose lips, and 
all char." 
"You're probably right," I said 
"those informal events provide 
unwelcomed opportunities for a 
slip of the tongue - maybe we 
should discontinue the alumni 
receptions after the BU games." 
"In any event," I said. "we have 
to do something. This young man 
spells trouble." 
"I have an idea," said the Editor 
of the Alumnus." "Why not send 
him a couple magazines a couple 
times a year?" 
"I think we've tried that," I said. 
"Anybody else got anything?" 
"Well," said the Senior Challenge 
person, "we could invite him over 
to the Alumni Center and challenge 
him to help us out next year. If he's 
decided nor co give money, he might 
give rime." 
"Go ahead," I said, "but keep in 
mind you may be creating a mons-
ter." · 
'Tll chance it," she said, "after 
all it's -worked all over the country. 
Might work in Boston as well." 
Sincerely, 
Joseph F. Phelan 
Vice President 
Alumni and University Relations 
Crop I 
To the Editor: 
I am writing in response co the 
derogatory letters that were written 
by two students, Julie Leonhardt 
an_d Tia Krarsa regarding Patty 
Bedker's involvement in the Crop 
but students were not penalized for 
not giving a dollar in the fight 
against hunger. Many students did 
not chose to give money, on the 
other hand, many students should 
be commended for there generosity. 
The comment by Julie Leonhardt 
stating chat her constitutional rights 
were infringed upon is to put it 
mildly, utterly ridiculous. In closing, 
I would like to add char Crop 
organization is not affiliated with 
Bob Durling 
Managing Editor 
one panicular religion. I feel that 
these students owe Patty Bedker 
nor only an apology, but a retraction 
for their obvious ignorance in the 
matter.If there is any question 
regarding the committee member's 
decision regarding the class, I as 




walk. I would like co say nor only.------------------------------
were these students unfair in their 
accusations bur they were also 
misinformed. First of all, these 
students claim that Patty Bedker.'s 
Food and People class did nor take 
a vote to see if they wanted to be 
involved in the Crop walk. I, 
however, am a member of this class, 
and was present when the vote was 
taken, and I would like to add that 
it was unanimous. At the time that 
it was discussed there was no 
opposition. Kratsa also states chat 
Bedker lied, when she said that she 
gave the students the idea and they 
basically ran with it. By making this 
statement, Kratsa has just commit-
The New Hampshire 
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ted the same violation char she 
accuses in the first place, lying. I 
have been heavily involved in 
organizing the Crop Walk (by my 
own free will) since Bedker hac 
brought it to my attention. With 
the help of other committee 
members we meet weekly to decide 
exactly how to organize the classes 
participation in the walk. Bedker 
was present to guide us with 
suggestions but the final decisions 
were up co us, the representatives 
for the class. It is important to note 
that these meetings were always 
announced in class and were open 
to all the students. I would also like 
to address the statement made chat 
the students "were required to" give 
a dollar in order to participate to 
gee their 6% of their grade. This 
was simply not the case. Bedker was 
simply concerned _ with the invol-
vement of the srudenrs;not their 
money. We, the committee had added this incentive in our own, _____________________________ _._ Stephen Utaski 
' ' > l, J > ) 1.J/1', C,l r),J~,,J 1, l:JJ •. ;' ;.): _.J.(t,_, '1 
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Darn Your Socks, It's LAPHOS! 
I/ LAPHOS 
-Est. 198 "Odd's m bodkins it i " 
LAPHOS unveils its new production complex and theme park: The Humor Factory 
"Whoa! Careful there!" It's safety 
first at The Humor Factory's Laphos 
Kingdom, our family fun amusement 
park, where if anyone's injured, they 
probably split their sides "laphing!" 
"Careful! This rat is loaded!" laughs Dr. Scot Towels, 
as he poses for a quick snapshot with his cuddly 
chum Mickey. The work at this facility will always 
be dying for laughter, and in this case, so will Mickey! 
map o t e new esearc act tty eme ar . n t e 
front wings, scientists gather around the clock to help 
put together the fine publication you now hold in your 
hands (or have lovingly spread out upon the tabfe). In 
the rear area, thousands gather daily to enjoy the thrills 
and wonders of a 13 5 acre amusement park over which 
King Laphos reigns, and fun is the order of the day. 
Professor Bill Melater reviews technical specifications 
on his 'toy', The Giggle Cage, which transforms perfectly 
well composed phrases and concepts into hilarity 
drenched chortle-fests. Says Dr. Melater, "There isn't 
a word that appears in LAPHOS that hasn't been through 
this contraption first." Whew! We can all laugh heartily 
knowin that Bill Melat r · · 
A group of lab technicians present their latest invention: 
The LaphRay, a startling new advance in computer humo 
research that constantly extends old concepts sue 
as the "fireman/red suspenders" bit and the "blac 
and white and red all over" gag. Currently the machine, 
or "01' Cross Eyes," as the team of researcher 
affectionately refer to it, is working to shed new light 
on the old "Take my wife- Please" joke. 
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Hints from 
Helloise 
Trash bags: A godsend; 
Priceless PT A perks 
DEAR READERS: 
Time is becoming more and more important in our lives. 
With this hectic, fast-paced world in which we live, it's 
now more important than ever to know the correct time 
down to the last second. Here are a few guidelines. 
Buy a digital watch. Their precise numbers aid even the 
busiest businessperson. For instance, if you have an 
appointment at exactly 4:50:00, you can look at your digital 
watch: if it says 4:49:35, you know you have 25 seconds 
until you_r me?ting! It's as simple.as that. 
If you have an analog watch that has no numbers on it, 
feel free to draw in the 1 through 12 with Liquid Paper. 
Sure, those Movado watches look nice, but what good 
are they if you can't tell the exact time with them? 
Clocks can be your friends. If you see a clock in a public 
place, feel free to read it. That's what they're there for! 
These little tips should help you to stay on top of the 
hour, so to speak_. Enjoy! -- Helloise 
. GARBAGE BAGS 
bear Helloise: I have found an ingenious way to keep 
my garbage cans clean and smelling fresh. I buy, at any 
supermarket, garbage bags. Then here's where the trick 
comes in. 
I -bring the garbage bags home, take them from the 
container, blow into the bags to open them up, and then 
insert them into the actual garbage can! Then, you can 
throw garbage into the containers at will. When the bag 
is full, simply take it out of the can and leave it outside 
. your house! In most communities, soiled men in big trucks 
come by weekly to pick up the used bags. When you run 
out, simply purchase more! 
This little trick saves hours on cleanup and sanitizing. 
Our family has used it for months. 
· -- Reba Thouf, Three Porcupines, Iowa. 
SELF DIDDLE 
Dear Helloise: I've found a super way to relieve stress. 
I masturbate 'til the cows come home! 
-- Polly Autoamour, Bill, Minnesota. 
BOILED WATER 
Dear Helloise: MY- family and I have found a much quicker 
way of making spaghetti. Here's how. 
When filling the pot with the water to be boiled; make 
sure the water is warm instead of cold! This saves countless 
minutes of boiling time. 
This tip has worked like the dickens for our family. 
-- Ophelia Velvet, Big Animal, South Dakota. 
PTA PICK-ME-UP 
Dear Helloise: Here's a neat hint for livening up those 
boring PT A meetings. 
Beforehand, cook up a double batch of Kraft Macaroni 
and Cheese. Then fill your underwear with it! Then take 
a big glob of rubber cement and swallow it whole. (You 
could use a hefty chunk of beeswax, as well.) Next, rub 
your entire body with Chloraseptic. (Me and the girls like 
cherry flavor.) 
Then, just before leaving, knock down about twenty shots 
of Bacardi 151. 
Once in the meeting, stand up and scream, "God is my 
teacher! God is my parent! God is my PT A!" That will bring 
the house down. In the morning, to cure the inevitable 
killer headache, simply apply Mennen's Speed Stick, Musk, 
to your eyebrows. Nothing works b~tterl These techniques 
· will provide a great deal of fut:1 to your homebody lives. 
--"Lucretia Secretia, Buh, Texas. 
Dear Readers: Thanks for your useful tips! We all learned 
something today, I bet! -- Helloise 
-by Bob Durling 
ac ..c ..c ., r-
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. The answer, from Betty Turnbuckle of Dover, was "We're all Guilty." She explains: ] 
"Well, the first guy was weird looking, minus the 'd', then there was the owl, for 'all', plus ] 
gill and 't.' Simple, really. Did it in my spare time." 
Good luck with this month's puzzle! 
. ~ -QX + Y"~~ ] 
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LAPHOS INTERVIEW: BARSTON -BEANSTONE 
-
a candid conversation with the hipJ neo-Decartesian who has built a name for himself by 
making a mockery of a molehill; he reveals a verbal savvy 'as he addresses his rise to 
f ameJ personal tr_iumphsJ future challenges} and a fervent affection for wini-tipped shoes 
For the past six months, his name has 
rerounded in unending waves of adulation from 
every television, every radio, every rooftop, 
and every one of those barefoot bouncing houses 
you often find at carnivals. His face has been 
plastered, literally, on the cover of every major 
print publication including "Time, " "N ews -
week," 11Popular Mechanics," 11Teen Beat" and 
11The New England Journal of Medicine. " But 
who is this man, this prophet, this gangplank 
to a new way of life for millions of Americans 
suffering from back pain and the irrational 
f ear of burnt t oast? Who is this man known 
as Bar to his fri ends, Ba to his closer fri ends, 
and just plain B to t hose who think he looks 
like a decaying head of cabbage? Wh o is Barston 
Beanstone? 
Beanstone rose to national prominence a 
y ear ago after a bewildering performance on 
TV's "Sale of The Century. " Given the question 
"What has four legs, a trunk, and weighs two 
thousand pounds?," he responded, "Dom 
Deluise. " This set off five weeks of uncontrol-
lable laughter throughout the country; studio 
audience members attempted to recast Hummel 
figurines as nude Disney characters while many 
members of the home audience reportedly 
ground Oreos into their ears. Beanstone seized 
this opportunity to take control of the game 
show, the position from which he now daily 
espouses his own brand of homespun wisdom 
to the billions of members of his adoring public. 
In an interview conducted early this spring 
at Beanstone's family business, Billy Bob's Bran 
and Lizard Emporium, LAPHOS was able to · 
spend a few hours in an attempt to dispel! some 
myths surrounding his inscrutable persona. 
Take it from one who knows, from one who 
has interviewed presidents, princes, and 
paupers: Beanstone is one tough cookie. Shy, 
enigmatic, pensive: Barston Beanstone. 
~aphos: Barston, how do you--
Beanstone: Don't call me Barston, call me 
Helga. 
Laphos: Okay, Helga, tell me--
Beanstone: Why dicj_you call me Helga? 
Please, I consider you my friend. Everyone's 
my friend. Please call me Lionel. 
Laphos: Okay. Fine. Why do_ you consider 
yourself uniquely qualified to preach an almost 
Thomist doctrine of humanity's role vis-a-
vis God at this stage of the twentieth century? 
Beanstone: What the hell are you talking 
PHOTOGRAPH\" BY DEB HOPKINS 
"I think it might snow today . .If only 'The Ten 
Commandments' weren't so damn long I'd probably 
be able to fit in a few ~trokes on the ol' r(?wing 
machine." 
about? Are those new shoes you're wearing? 
I like them very much. I mean I really like 
them. Mine tend to bunch my socks up at 
the instep . It's very annoying. I don't like 
scrimshaw. Tweezers? 
Laphos: So, you mean to imply that belief 
in a religious value system is outdated in post-
modern society, much like patent leather 
shoes after a few years? 
Beanstone: No. What I'm saying is that 
toothpaste is put to better use as a car polish 
than as a tax adjuster. Furthermore, it's really 
hot in here. I've got a bead of sweat the size 
of a ripe blueberry dripping down my spine. 
Pardon me whilst I adjust my trusses. 
Laphos: You once stated that 'The true 
meaning of life can only be understood 
through contemplation while submerged in 
a tub of Hawaiian Punch.' Would you care 
to elaborate? 
Beanstone: Stop putting words in my mouth 
or you'll find yourself nursing a young calf, 
honey. By Hawaiian Punch, I did not mean 
to imply - not that I even said it - that 
epistemology is impossible in a post-Kantian 
society, only that I don't like Dinah Shore's 
teeth. I have unused staples in my pockets. 
Laphos: How long have you been studying 
the philosophy of Immanuel Kant? 
Beanstone: Not Immanuel Kant. Fred Kant, 
my butcher. Why are you dragging my 
butcher into this discussion? I own several 
of Ty Cobb's fingernails. Have you ever 
thought that halitosis might be your problem? 
Try Clorets. 
Laphos: It's been rumored in the popular 
press that you're on the verge of a discovery 
that could shake the foundations of civilization 
as we know it. Could you please elaborate? 
Beanstone: I really like Nick Nolte. He hasn't 
made a movie yet that I haven't at least heard 
of. I've got a Nick Nolte poster. It's really 
big. You'd like it. He's wearing very nice shoes. 
I like your shoes. 
Laphos: Yes, you mentioned that before. 
Beanstone: I know but I can't mention it 
enough, if you know what I mean. They're 
really nice, but not as nice as the ones Don 
Knotts wears in The Apple Dumpling Gang. 
Do you like croquet? 
Laphos: Mr. Beanstone-
Beanstone: I hate croquet, except for the 
part when you get to send the other guy's 
ball for a ride. Now that's fun. Have you seen 
"You've never known an open mouth until you've 
. stuck it in your pocket. Jay's middle name is 
Zachariah and he isn't even home, the urchin." . 
my spoon collection? I haven't. In fact, I do_n't 
even have a spoon collection. At least not 
one that I've ever seen. I wonder why I said 
that. I wish I had a spoon collection. Spoon, 
spoon, my kingdom for a spoon. I do have 
a five subject notebook hidden under my bunk 
bed, though. It's blue and I don't like to write 
in it. It makes it very messy. Someday I hope 
to pass it on to my children. 
Laphos: I'm quite sure you'll pass something 
on to your children. 
Beanstone: I'd resent that if I understood 
it. At least my kids will have nice shoes. I 
can walk like a penguin. Did you get to watch 
candlepin bowling last Saturday? I love 
bowling shoes. The only way they could make 
bowling better would be if there were 18 holes 
like in croquet. Or if they allowed you to bring 
bowls of Count Chocula out on the fairway. 
I wonder who'd win in a fight between Count 
Chocula and Boo-Berry? He reminds me of 
Jimmy Stewart. Have you ever seen Gone 
With The Wind? Best Christmas movie I ever 
saw. I don't .like ducks. 
Laphos: Mr. Be~nstone, I don't see how this 
ties in with your philosophy. 
Beanstone: If I had a dime for every time 
someone said to me 'Dwarfs are stealing my 
pasta,' I wouldn't have to use a plunger to 
unclog the toilet. But, I do like to think of 
myself as a handyman. How do you think 
I got my job as an insurance salesman? My 
life's not all fun and games. Donuts. All of 
the doors on my cabinets open in. Do you 
think that was a dumb idea? Tuna salad gives 
me the runs. 
Laphos: Your philosphy, Mr. Beanstone? 
Beanstone: Do you mean me? Have you 
been talking to me all this time? If so, please 
address me properly. Call me Ishmael. 
Laphos: I won't. That's silly. 
Beanstone: Now we're getting somewhere. 
Don't you wish there were another verse to 
the theme to Gilligan's Island? Other than 
that, I think the world is a pretty good place. 
Except when moths put M&Ms in my socks. 
That's another reason my socks bunch up. 
Laphos: Mr. Beanstone, many people work 
a:, lifetime to get the opportunity to expound 
their views in a public forum. Why are you 
abusing this privilege? 
Beanstone: Popcorn: The Scourge of God. 
BEAN STONE, page SL01H 
"What time is it? I was listening to this Dylan tape 
the other day- Dylan Thomas, from his new self-
help series. Not that I need any help. Can I give 
you a hand with that?" 
~ I 
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Friday night? Hurl small folks across a room! 
By Helmut Slezbeck 
Recently, an alarming trend 
has developed in Florida's 
ultra-hip single's bars. No, 
we're not talking about the 
rash of unsubstantiated Dom ' 
Deluise sightings. This alarm-
ing trend is Dwarf Tossing. 
In this bizarre competition, 
normal sized people compete 
to see who can throw a very 
small, but very well paid, 
person the furthest. In es-
sence, it's a human version of 
the discus competition. _Al-
though the trend has yet to 
spread to the Northeast, La-
phos, in a never ending search 
for truth, justice and a good, 
inexpensive bowl of onion 
soup with a light breading of 
shredded cheddar and crou-
tons, is proud to present a 
cutting expose into the world 
of Dwarf Tossing. 
Included here are interviews 
with participants in the com-
petition, both normal size 
people and dwarfs, in order 
that we may bring you both 
the long and the short of it 
(sorry about that one). In 
addition, we have caught the 
scent of a number of equally 
distressing fads that have 
sprung up in the wake of 
Dwarf Tossing. Once again, 
Laphos proves that truth is 
stranger than fiction. Or that 
nature abhors a vacuum. 
Maybe both. 
The following are exerpts 
from an interview with a self-
acknowledged Dwarf Tossing 
addict, who preferred to re-
main anonymous. We shall 
refer to him as Mr. Smith. This 
is not intended to be an indict-
ment of Mr. Smith, whose real 
name is Jason Greenlobe, 
merely a cheap shot at the 
sordid world into which he was 
drawn. 
Laphos: Mr. Smith, how 
did you first become involv.ed 
in Dwarf Tossing? 
Smith: Well, you know how 
it is. It started off as a joke, 
really. One night, me and the 
guys were hanging out at the 
--- Bar, and a little person 
walked in. 
Laphos: A dwarf, you 
mean? 
Smith: Well, yeah. So my 
buddy Pete says "You know, 
I'll bet it would be fun to pie~ 
up that little guy, that dwarf, 
and throw him." . You know 
how guys are, always picking 
up things: So, I bet him I could 
throw him farther than he 
could, and next thing you 
knew, we were flinging the 
little fella around the place. 
Didn't hurt him. We had to pay 
for that table though. We were 
just having fun. Nothing wrong 
with that from my point of 
view. This is America, you 
know. 
Lap hos: Mr. Smith, didn't 
it bother you that you were 
tossing a human being 
around? 
Smith: Well, maybe a little 
at first. Ha, little! But man, the 
rush you get! Hell, it's even 
better than hitting on broads! 
There's this feeling you .get, 
as you're whirling the little guy 
Laphos: Do you consider 
Dwarf Tossing a legitimate 
sport? 
Smith: Heck, yeah. I figure 
it takes as much skill as foot-
ball, or a tractor pull. What 
are you into? Curling? I used 
to practice at home, using the 
kids, but the wife threw a fit. 
So I threw her. It's not as easy 
as it sounds, you know. I figure 
we'd better get good at it 
before the Russkies do, 'cause 
next thing you know, they'll 
be breeding special dwarfs for 
practice, and then you can kiss 
your gold medal goodbye. 
Laphos: Do you really think 
Dwarf Tossing will become an 
Olympic Sport? 
The "Bigger-Is-Better-Krew," perhaps the most popular duo on the Dwarf 
Tag Team Circuit, shows their stuff in a recent match at Toxic Tommy's 
where the craze enjoys immense popularity. 
around, just before you let him 
go, and it's like "Whoa man! 
Katey, bar the door!" if you 
know what I mean. Makes you 
feel alive, seeing that dwarf 
airborne. Whew. They're real-
ly little, too. It's the kind of 
thrill people like you probably 
get from, I don't know, lawn 
mowing, you know? 
Laphos: Don't you feel 
you're exploiting them? 
Smith: Exploiting? Who? 
The dwarfs? Hell, no. I mean, 
they're getting paid. It's not 
like we're asking them to do 
it for nothing. If we did, then 
it would be a different story. 
We don't hurt them none. 
Other way around, if anything. 
I pulled a hamstring the other 
day, tossing a big dwarf. 
Laphos: That's an oxymor-
on. 
Smith: Are you calling me 
stupid? If you were any smaller 
I'd throw you from here to 
Kentucky. Anyway, I've got 
a feeling that the sort of big 
little guy wasn't a dwarf at all, 
just a normal short fella. It's 
the short guys who are wreck-
ing it now, trying to make a 
fast buck. It used to be a real 
sport, but since they made 
leagues and all, it's no fun 
- anymore. . t 
Smith: Hell, I can dream, 
can't I? 
Laphos also interviewed one 
· of the actual dwarfs, Mr. Elmer 
"Crash" Bulbous. This inter-
view in no way reflects Laphos' 
view of dwarfs, or other people 
of diminished height. Although 
we do think they are good for 
a cheap laugh. 
Lap hos: Mr. Bulbous, don't 
you feel you're being exploited 
for your height, or lack the-
reof? 
Bulbous: Not at all. Do 
musicians feel exploited for 
playing their music? No~ it's 
. their talent. Well, being short 
is my talent. Beats acting. Why 
don't you talk to Billy Barty 
about exploitation? I mean, 
Under the Rainbow? Gimme 
a break. Or even Gimme A 
Break. Isn't Nell Carter the 
Greek translation for "exploi-
tation of the very large?" 
Laphos: But aren't there 
better ways to make a living? 
Bulbous: Like what, being 
a writer? You guys are the real 
whores. You have to wait 
around for stuff to happen 
then you try to tell about stuff 
that no sensible person could 
possibly care about. But, hey, 
" 
like I always say, "We're all 
guilty." Now, get out of my 
dressing room, or I'll bite your 
knee. 
As if Dwarf Tossing was not 
serious enough, and we here 
at Laphos think that it ought 
to be, other dangerous and 
shocking trends have begun 
to, rear their ugly and exploit-
ative heads. Sensitive readers 
should consider not contin-
uing unless they are under 
heavy sedation. Unsensitive 
readers should not consider 
not continuing unless they are 
under heavy sedation. Or not. 
In Southern California, 
an alarming fad has sprung up: 
The Obesity Bounce. As over-
weight people are such a 
bizarre anomaly in that part 
of the country, the widespread 
feeling is that normal (i.e., 
skinny) people should treat 
abnormal (i.e., obese) people 
as they like. Thus, in trendy 
bars all over L.A., the real nitty 
gritty, the Paradise City, as-
we like to call it, whenever a 
fat person enters th~ place ( a 
rare enough occurence), a 
mattress is set up, and the bar 
patrons team up to see who 
can make the unwitting fleshy 
giant bounce the highest. If 
no "rotundos" (as they are 
called) show up, then an un-
suspecting person with an 
uncultured tan (a so called 
"whitey") is held up to general 
ridicule, but he/she is not 
bounced unless they are also 
fat, which is considered a 
delicacy. 
Out of the Pacific Northw-
est comes the distressing 
Diabetic Drop. In this twisted 
competition, persons of high 
blood sugar levels are dropped 
off balconies for no reason 
other than because it is con-
sidered damn fun to see a 
diabetic person go flailing in 
despair to the unyielding pave-· 
ment below (in certain circles, 
that is). If the victim refuses 
to acquiesce, he or she is force 
fed Three Musketeers. Thus 
far, the Diabetic Drop has not 
spread beyond the Oreg-
on/Washington region. 
Surely the most repug-
nantly exploitative trend is one 
that, distressingly enough, has 
sprung up here in New Eng-
DWARF, page SLOTH . ' . 
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16 year old's sad situation: 
r7 look for love in other people's beds" 
Dear oris: 
Mom and I constantly fight and call 
each other names since I turned 16. 
I look for love in other peopl~'s beds. 
I hurt when she hugs my little sister 
and brother. 
-Hurting for love in NY 
· western song), you'll never get 
anywhere doing that, although I have 
found that looking for change in other 
people's sofas can be quite a lucrative 
hobby. Perhaps you should try that 
in the future. 
I must admit that one aspect of 
your letter did fascinate me .. If indeed 
Well, "Hurting for love," I need you do hurt when your mother hugs 
some clarification. Your poor gram- your little brother and sister (as 
mar has not only confused the opposed to engaging in a little met-
dickens out of me, but has also aphorical wordplay), then what you 
undoubtedly led to the moral putre- have there is a phenomenon known 
fication evident in your letter. First as transfer of pain, which usually only 
of all, do you fight with your mother occurs between identical twins. Go 
because you turned 16, or did you and figure the chances of that! I hope 
turn 16 because you fight with your you don't mind if I report this 
mother? It's these little details that discovery to Reader's Digest, because 
-you readers omit that would make I really need the cash. Giving advice 
my job a hell of a lot easier. Now, to lovelorn teens might beat digging 
"Hurting for love," do you expect ditches, but it isn't exactly putting 
me to condemn your mother for not me in the Fortune 500, you know. 
understanding your pimply-faced Granted, $300 isn't a king's ransom, 
problems? To tell you the truth, if but at least it will keep my typewriter 
IAPHOS 
Index: 
natio of red Trix cereal puffs to other colors: 3 
to 1. 
Ratio: 3/ 4 or 5/8. 
Number of teeth Dionne Warwick has: 76. 
Number of good movies Michael Pare has been 
in: 0. 
Number of fans cheering Roger Clemens at Red 
Sox home opener: 22. 
Number of fans cheering Clemens for that hideous 
new go~tee: 3. 
Dollars, in millions, Clemens earns, per year, 
per cheering goatee fan: 1. 
Number of cans in a six-pack: 6. 
you and your mother have been out of hock for another couple • Number of game shows Wink Martindale has 
fighting since you turned 16, then months, and maybe even pay the bill hosted: 37. 
a referee is what you need, not the for the foot doctor, because, just 
advice of a middle-aged spinster between you and me and the lamp-
whose only encounters with teenag- post, my tootsies are killing me. 
ers has been yelling at the little Bunions, you know. But I don't want 
hoodlums next door to turn down to burden you with my problems. 
their damn Twisted· Sister albums. Obviously you've got more than you 
Although I am totally unable to can deal with as it is. Anyway, good 
offer any help to you, I did give your luck tying to straighten out the 
problem some thought, after I finally hopeless mire of your personal life. 
stopped laughing. About this 'looking By the way, if you need any more 
for love in other people's beds' help (and, indeed, why _ should you), 
business ( which, by the way, would you know to whom you should write. 
Number of game shows Marcel Marceau has 
hosted: 0. 
Number of little green bulbs in a head of broccoli: · 
3,047. 
Number of people who should be shot for saying, 
"Kinder, gentler" too many times: 4,877,353. 
Weig ht, in ounces, of a tube of Crest toothpaste: 
6.4. 
make a great title for a country and That's right, honey: Ann Landers. 
· -by Marc Mamigonian : Weight, in ounces, of the average American's 
·*****************************~ belly-button lint 6.4. ~ . ~t LAP H o-s t Number of times Lou Reed has sung "Walk on 
~ ~ the Wild Side": 8,634. 
-i( ~ -i( Number of failed TV pilots Maclean Stevenson 
~ _ ~ has been in since leaving "M*A*S*H": 452. 
~~t •-•'f • PKUINBGLISLHAEPDHOBY5 0~ y;!. ••#.. ;~ Number of UNH English classes that have "The ~ _ ~ Yellow Wallpaper" as required reading: 54. Number of times, per semester, the word "jux-
D. • .EDITORIAL BOARD, taposition" is used in the average UNH Literature class: 6,349. STAFF AND 
Number of times Gilligan got amnesia on "Gil-
ligan'_s Island": 27. l\ ·~: - CARY GRANT 
~ ~ Number of times the average American TV viewer 
t . LOOK-ALI KES .il_ .. ~♦••• --- t 
has been exposed to Bob Hope, by the age of 35: 
Ric Dube 
65,277. 
R b · t D 1• Number of "Rolling Stone" covers per year that -i( J : 0 er Ur Ing . -i( don't feature U2, Madonna, Sting, or Springsteen. t -~---°.'• t ._· l~lh~~Li!ie '. ){ .. • t Number of times Sis:~! & Ebert have said 
t .. ( ..... - ... Marc Mamigon1an . .-rm._.·· t "Thumbs Up": 55,344,980. 
~ -- _ a.._iw ~ Number of negative movie reviews given by Rex 
~ 1 h ~ Reed, Bill Harris, Dixie Whatley, Joel Siegel, :t E}t! ~~~~s:~~~:s= :t 
~ Marieforhergraphicassistance ~ Jeffrey Lyons, Michael Medved and Pat Collins: 
~ Out of lr•dition, we ore once •i•in for~ed lo th~nk Jo•nn~ Morlnp. It's not like we get • big kick out of ii or •nything, it's just something we sl•rted • courie of months •go •nd feel ~ 6 • 
~ we should continue. ;rn':~e~t! ~:•~eo:;;;,:~::.~•:~ ~!:.\!':1ke~0~e ;:a~~~~,d~~~~,;~~: ~:: ~~uiJ'!; ~~~e~ :~lbu~eu~! :;: :J'.!:,~:;.u:r!:.:~~~;:!~ fh:!ts~ our minds at the last ~ 
i( ~ Number of "Gong Show" alumni with their own 
• • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • 
• 
~ i( movie review shows: 1. 
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King Laphos: 
Ja, pleased we were to see such new and funny 
publication Laphos. Understand large fascination 
and yearn for seventies culture we do. But then, 
not what it used to be is business of music. From 
forefront of chart's top we have backed away 
and have much settled into industry of advertising 
and investment. Please find enclosed advertising 
copy for new ABBA seed sellers association 
(ABBASSA). Please if you would in your fine funny 
book display it all big and pretty. Target of ad 
is toward children of ages 9-12; familiar with our 
music they are not. 
Yours quite sincerely 
Bjorn, Benny, et. al. 
Stockholm, Sweden· 
King Laphos: 
Who the hell do you guys think you are? We 
try to put out a quality magazine every month 
or so, and you come in with this funny stuff, 
thinking you can muscle in on our turf. Yeah really 
funny. Scooby Doo. Ha ha, I'm dyin' already. Good 
chuckles. What next, Dwarf tossing? Ha ha, that 
I'd like to see done. 
The gang down at Main Street 
Main Street 
King Laphos: . 
I am 32 years old, involved in the creative arts, 
and love cooking and long walks in the rain. I've 
heard you really know your way around the jungle. 
Working with my good friend Melanie is difficult 
sometimes, because she really gets the guys, even 
though she already has a steady beau, not to 
mention a kid on the way. Anyway, I guess what 
I'm getting at is that you're kind of cute, bucko, 
at least judging from your sketchy little animated 




* * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * King Laphos: ; 
See here, Lap hos. I slave day and night to bring * 
quality entertainment to this campus, occasionally * 
bursting blood vessels in the process, and what ; 
do I get? People come up to me and say "Why * 
don't you get someone to play on campus who * 
will be as much fun as Laphos? Or, at least, why * 
don't you just get someone to play on campus?" ! 
Do I look like a miracle man? How can I ever keep * 
up with your ridicuJously high standards? Give * 
me a break! ; 
The head of a student organization that rhymes * 
with SLOPE * 
~~A~ * 
******************************:: I DWARF : 
* * * * land, right in Northern New Hampshire. 
; This revolting fad is the Paraplegic Pull. ! 
**************************! Although Laphos hesitates to describe !* * in graphic detail this heinous "sport," 
FINSTER ! we are also alert enough to spot a good ! 
* chance to boost circulation. In the * 
which doesn't do anybody any good, as * * 
far as I can see, but spraying the dandel- * Paraplegic Pull, thoroughly innocent ! 
ions. They always grow back, too. Spite- ! persons lacking use of the lower half of * 
ful things. Kind of makes you want to put ! their bodies are dragged around by ! 
in that fake grass stuff, like they have at * "normal" people. There is no competition; * 
the small golf place. Tank practically lives ! merely the unadulterated pleasure of ! 
there in the summertime, it sometimes ! . flagrant cruelty. Participants claim that ; 
BEANSTONE 
It's about time we got around to the subject. 
I went skiing with Mr. T. over the weekend. 
He was reading Hamlet and it occured to me 
that popcorn was brought to earth to carry 
out God's will. You don't think it gets caught 
between your teeth for nothing. There was 
lots of snow. Snow looks like popcorn. Both 
fall from the sky. So, when it melts, well, I 
think you know what I'm getting at. 
Lap hos: Not really. Please go on; 
Beanstone: So; the car wouldn't turn over 
and the key broke off in the ignition. Youth 
explosion! It was such a dismaying experience 
that we drank chocolate milk and ate 
buttercrunch donuts. My mattress wouldn't 
fit in your file cabinet. Therefore, I am. Did 
you know that Descartes means "one whose 
earwax would fill an ocean, if it weren't for 
the lemurs" in German. 
Laphos: You're a real jerk. 
Beanstone: Only if you consider Cher as 
a street cleaner would I even think of dancing 
as an alternative to a good game of Electronic 
Battleship. For God's sake, where are have 
all the spatulas gone now that I need them? 
Pumpkin! 
Lap hos: Mr. Beanstone, millions may consider 
you as their guru, but I think you're a fraud. 
Beanstone: Fraudulent? Fraudulent! Do 
you realize that Pierre is the capital of North 
Dakota? Do you realize that I haven't dusted 
my guest room in eight years? Sidewalk! Do 
you realize that I can count up to five hundred 
by tens with my eyes closed? Once upon a 
time there were three bears, a papa bear, 
a mama bear and a baby bear, but you can't 
beat a home cooked side of beef with a 
doorknob. Corkboard, you say? Cactus, 
cactus, who's got the knishes? I've often 
wished I couldn't talk. I'd rather communicate 
by thought balloons like Nancy and Sluggo. 
Will you please kiss my turtle before you 
leave? If I had one request, it would be 
something that began with the letter 'six,' 
but I'm not very definite on plastic. Take a 
card, but don't show it to me. 
seems. Small golf ts a godd enough * the sport helps them to "forget how * 
game, but Tank can be a real stitcher to ; godawful boring it is up here all the time." ; The interview concluded here as Beanstone 
play with, I can tell you that much. One * ; climbed into his refrigerator and hid behind 
; DISCLAIMER: Lap hos does not in any way * a jar of mayonnaise. He could not be induced 
time back near last Fourth of July me * advocate the practice of any of the exceedingly * to resume the interview, but he did manage 
and Tank were at the little church-bridge * cruel, but potentially entertaining, fads described * to whip up a killer ham and cheese sandwich. 
and Tank says to me that I "used up my * in the preceeding article. We have no prejudice ; As is painfully noticeable toward the end ** against dwarfs, diabetics, obese persons, para- * of the interview, I became quite upset with 
strokes." Now what kind of Mr. Know-it- * plegics, or persons with names containing the * Beanstone's seemingly incoherent rambling. 
all talk is that? Used up my strokes? All I * letter 'X.' True, we don't care for people with * But, during the transcription process, one 
want to do is play some little golf and ** the letter 'X' in their name, but live and let live ; of the copy editors realized that if only every 
* 
is our motto at Laphos. Neither do we encourage * fourth word from Beanstone is paid attention, 
Tank's off talking like that golfer guy who the enforced sterilization of people who get * I 
rides the tractor on the TV. Sometimes I pleasure from listening to Styx. We believe such * then a remarkably clear vision emerges. t ** persons should submit voluntarily. * is understandable that many people at first 
don't know what to do with Tank. But * * become upset with the man, but this further 
like I say, that fake grass stuff is lousy for * DISCLAIMER DISCLAIMER: Laphos apologizes if the * analysis reveals Beanstone's personal phi-* preceeding disclaimer in any way implies that we are in favor * losophy to be as profound and complex as 
baseball, but A-OK if you don't like clan- ** ofthenotatallnicepracticeswhichwerepreviouslydisclaimed. ; that of Einstein, Jung, Sartre, and only a 
dell·ons. Bah! We aren't. You shouldn't believe anything you read in Laphos h df
 l f h h d f * anyway. * an u o ot ers since t e awn o time. 
-by Ric Dube, Jay Kumar, Arthur Lizie, * -by Ric Dube, Arthur Lizie, ; Beanstone: His time has come. 
and Marc Mamigonian. ! and Marc Mamigonian ! -by Ric Dube, Arthur Li7ie, . * ~ and Marc Mamtgoman 
~*********************************************************************************** 
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Pai,! Adverrisemen [ APRIL OVER MY DEAD BODY, 1989 PAGE LECHERY 
FREE SALES KIT! YOU CAN DO IT! 
"Didn't have much luck selling 
your seeds, but I met a very 
nice lady named Zmeel. To-
morrow we will be married!" 
Jeff Gilson, Hinsdale WI 
"It's so easy. ABBA shows you 
their way of selling seeds 
quickly and easily!" Cheryl 
Bromo, Glen's Falls NY "I can't wait to use my ABBA 
archery kit!" Jack Conair, 
Targa FL 
ABBA Fashion Raincoats 
EARN BIG CASH AND PRIZES! 
YOU CAN EARN ANY OR ALL OF THESE FABULOUS PRIZES QUICKLY 
AND EASILY ... YOUR FREE SALES KIT EXPLAINS HOW! 
ABBA Dry Cleaning Bag Ji) 
-
~ 
ABBA Home Nuclear Reactor 
ABBA 'Stairway To Heaven' Prom Theme Kit 
ABBA Milking Machine 
ABBA Paper Towels 
ABBA Mike Nesmith Blow-up Love Doll 
ABBA's Bjorn Action Figure 
ABBA Fun-Safe Tourniquet 
ABBA Pinkie Ring 
:• ABBA Sno-Cone Machine 
ABBA Space Prism Floor Tiles 
ABBA Gene Kelly Ceramic Bank 
ABBA Rodent Trap 
Inflatable ABBA Civic Center 
HEY KIDS! HERE'S A WORD FROM FRIDA, CO-C.E.O. OF THE 
FORMER POP GROUP, NOW MULTI-NATIONAL CORPORATION, 
SWEDEN'S FAMED ABBA: _, , 
Ja, it is to be here an opportunity of much cash and prizes for little children of Americans. 
ABBA Phlegm Redistributor 
We of ABBA Seed Sellers Association (ABBASSA) is like to have to give the super 
new easy-to-sell chance of a lifetime! Immediately it is to sell our "fine'' pretty flowers 
and seeds to your friends, parents, and countrymen. We are not speaking of Hans Brinker! 
ABBA Mao-ist Caps 
The spirit and energy of AB-
BA. .. all of the magic ... Now in 
a unique profit oppurtunity for 
girls and boys!!! 
Dial* toll free : 1-800-LUV-
ABBA 
( in Stockholm or Montana, call 




Ingrid, or one of our other 
pouting, open-mouthed oper-
ators, will accommod~te your 
every need if you call now. They 
know what you want and are 
always anxious co please! 
*Please ... name and address 
only. Operator CANNOT 
Radio Controlled Model ABBA Dirigible 
· To be one of our many children who is selling of the seeds, send to me now for complete 
grand sales kit with catalogue and forms of ordering. Full colors of rainbow catalogue 
is showing the flowers to be sold to friends at cheap prices affordable. Mailman carrying 
gifts will arrive at the door of your American castle if selling many seeds is what you 
do. Not to be getting finger caught in wall to hold back your water - call or write on 
paper today. Come on, take a chance on me! (Sorry is Frida of little joke children .. Ha 
ha ha). 
r-------------------------------------------~-----~-------, 
BUSINESS REPLY MAIL 
No Postage Necessary If Mailed In U.S. 
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APRIL COME SHE WILL, 1989 PAGE PRIDE 
Finster's back: Angry again! 
COMMENTARY 
By Finster Q. McKay 
there, Tank. When it gets to the hour the 
clock plays a song that sounds like that 
ad on the TV for bread that's good for 
you. It would drive me batty, but I can't 
speak for Pearl. Maybe she'll get a kick 
out of it for all I know. Funny thing is, it 
turns out that it was a valuable antique. 
Junk we called it in my day and threw it 
out. Antiques they call them now. -What 
will they think of next? Let me tell you 
what; baseball cards. 
Not that they just thought of baseball 
cards, they've had them since I was knee 
high to my Pop's old Model T, they just 
thought of them being worth money 
now. Sounds like a racket as far as I can 
tell. But that's tennis (geez, I've gotta 
stop these crazy jokes or those Laphos 
kids will get mad). Used to play it myself 
back when I had more spring in my legs. 
hard to believe that I was ever a kid or 
that I never knew Tank, but I'm telling 
you right now that it's all true. You just 
don't think of fellas named Finster being 
kids, but I 'spect we all were. Kids that is, 
not named Finster as I was by my dear 
mother and father, God bless 'em. Fins-
ter the youngster. Cracks me up just 
thinking about it. The other kids would 
make fun of my name when we were 
reading books by that olden guy who 
used to wear tights and wrote that story 
about the kid who sees his father's ghost 
and has a horse. So he kills himself. He 
looked a little bit like those little guys 
with pointy moµstaches you see on pack-
ages of cigars. I guess I told you about 
that before anyway. 
So, me and the guys tried to sneak 
into an old Senators game back when 
So, Tank and me went to old Bill Guth-
rie's rummage sale last Saturday. Tank 
and me don't get to spend as much time 
together since his operation. I think they 
took out his bladder or something, so it 
was just like the good old days. Not that 
he had his bladder back, but that we 
were together again. The wife and Pearl, 
that's Tank's wife, were off getting their 
hair done up to look like one of those 
women on Dallas who are always scream-
ing at that guy who used to be on the 
show with that magic woman who was al-
ways hanging out of her costume like I 
don't know what, so Tank and me could 
talk like we used to back in the foxholes, 
except it was more quiet. At the rum-
mage sale, I mean. Forty dollars. Forty 
dollars! Imagine paying forty dollars to 
get your hair made up like that. And they 
don't even have good magazines to read 
like at Lennie's. Lennie's my barber and 
he's a good egg, but I just don't know 
about any man who likes to rub his 
hands in a guy's hair after he just 
thumbed through the Foster's, licking his 
finger all the ways. I guess it's a living 
though. The wife tries to get me to go to 
her fancy hairdresser like lots of guys are 
doing these days, but Lennie's been good 
enough for me for the last forty years. 
And you know how much he costs? Two 
dollars. That's what I call a barber. Just 
ask Tank. Been that way since right after 
the Big One. That's Double-u, Double-u 
Two. Dirt cheap that is. 
rr •• .like the kaiser riding 
in one of his big balloons ... n 
Anyway, Tank and me were walking 
around the rummage sale. Tank was 
looking for a gift for Pearl, who is his 
wife. Their Golden anniversary was last 
week. The big five-o as I like to call it. Me 
and the missus are pulling up to that date 
like a slow train out of Memphis. Where 
did I get that one? Must have been a 
song I heard on the radio one day. So, 
Tank buys this big ceramic statue of Rita 
Hayworth with a clock in her be~ly. 
Sounds pretty silly, but it's really lifelike. 
Not that Rita Hayworth has a clock in 
her belly, but it looks like how she would 
look if she did have a clock in her belly. I 
saw her in a movie on the TV last week 
about this woman who meets this guy 
with a funny accent and they almost get 
shot at the end in a funny house with big 
mirrors. It's a nice statue I guess, but for 
a Golden anniversary? Tank thinks he's 
a Don Juan, but we've always thought of 
him as a Don Knotts. Ha ha. A little joke 
TO ALL OF MY LOY AL ROY AL SUBJECTS 
Tennis. But that's another story and I 
don't want to get off the subject like 
some people do. Baseball cards. You 
know how much they're going for these 
days? A lot. Why I remember when ·we 
used to get them for free in chewing to-
bacco when I was a kid. Boy, would the 
old man have tanned my hide if he knew 
I was chewing tobacco as a youngster. I'll 
never forget the day Pee Wee Gruber 
swallowed a pinch of the chaw. Turned 
as green as a spear of broccoii. Chucked 
his guts up for nigh on half an hour. Re-
minds me of the time me and Tank tied 
one on at the officer's club. Whoo-boy 
were we flying high, like the kaiser riding 
in one of his big balloons that crashed 
one day. I think that's how Tank got his 
name. Not from the big balloon crashing, 
but from him drinking so much and mak-
ing a pass at one of the M.P.s. Boy, did 
he feel silly the next day when I told him. 
Not that I blame him. Gee, that Tank 
cracks me up. 
Baseball. We had a real hairbrained 
scheme one day. And this wasn't when 
guys were getting fancy schmancy hair-
cuts or trying to read those other maga-
zines either. This was back -in the old 
days before I knew Tank. Back when 
baseball was still baseball. I know it's 
·-.~~ 
I.am very pleased to announce my second spectacular .Trade 
Places With King Laphos For A Day Contest. The prize is ... well, 
what do I look like, Vanna White? C'mon, just enter now! 
Deadline for entries is sometime in late April, so don't keep 
putting it off like you would if it were some school assignment' 
or whatever. Winner will be informed via telephone, so include 
your number with your entry. Entries can be dropped off at 





baseball was still baseball. Not like today 
when you got people playing on grass 
that's harder than a couple of shots of 
brandy like what me and the missus take 
before sitting in bed with Johnny Carson. 
He's on the TV, I mean. I don't want you 
to think me and the wife are into that 
weird stuff like those people in the mo-
vies. That boy just gets funnier as he gets 
older. And the grass is just like that stuff 
at the small golf place with the windmill 
and the pirates they have by the super-
ette. Fake grass. What the hell's gone 
wrong, anyway? Can't they just grow 
grass anymore like normal folks? 
Anyway, the darndest thing about 
grass is that you've got to keep after it. I 
like spring as much as the next guy-
hec:k, I'll bet I like it a lot more than even 
Tank does, and let me tell you, ol' Tank 
likes spring. 'Course, spring means 
you've got to $tart getting after the grass. 
The wife's always getting after me to pull 
up the dandelions. Now, what do I care if 
a few dandelions sprout up here and 
there? Live and let live, I say. I says it all 
the time. But the wife, geez, you'd think 
they ~ere the end of the world. So, I go 
out and spray some of that stuff that kills 
things that always makes me sick to my 
stomach and in a couple of days the dan-
delions die. Big deal. Problem is the 
Miller's crazy dog's always out eating the 
grass, and he gets sick because of the 
stuff I sprayed and he's· up all night spit-
ting on the back stoop. What good does 
it do, then? Not the dog spitting up, 
Please~ut of the kindness of your heart, 
turn tor INSTER on PAGE SLOTH. 
Thank you. 
/ 




By Deb Mac Neill 
A strange mournful humming noise came from 
the darkness at the other side of the bedroom I 
share with the comfort critter, aptly named for 
her fondness of soaps, slippers, and her favorite 
comforter. "What?", I called back sleepily. God, 
I'm grumpy when you wake me up. Then the lights 
came on and I pulled myself up on my elbows to 
squint at my roommate. "What the hell are you 
doing?" The clock's red neon numbers glowed 2:09, 
making me more grumpy. Comfort Critter was 
sitting with her bare legs dangling over the edge 
of her bed, her comforter dragging on the rug, 
blinking at me now that she had the light on. Her 
garbled words sounded like ''I've got to get up, I 
have an interview at 9." 
O.K., O.K. I thought, this interview trauma has 
gone far enough. Not only so we go through a stick 
deoderant a week and find our mailbox full of 
rejection notices, but now my roommate is getting 
showered and dressed six hours early for an interview 
she doesn't even have. 
I glibly lie, "Hon, you have a couple of hours 
of sleep· left before your interview." She didn't need 
to know that she didn't have an interview scheduled 
for that day. I would cell at her 9. She mumbled 
agreement and turned out the light. Sigh of relief 
from me, I just wanted co gee back co sleep ... although 
lately the nightmares have been of interviewers 
1emanding better qualifications and screaming 
"NO, we don't wane YOU!!!" 
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Abortion rights in America 
Clean up with pride 
By Stuart Mason 
On April 26, the U niversicy will celebrate Ben 
Thompson's birthday with Pride Day. Noc only 
will Ben himself be honored and remembered, but 
faculty, staff and students will work together co 
clean up and beautify the campus. 
Pride Day offers a unique opportunity for each 
member of the University community co assume 
responsibility for our environment. The more people 
who participate, the less work each person will 
have to do. We can make a difference. 
Each one of us has a responsibility to the UNH 
campus. People tend to forget what effect they have 
on the environment. A large group of people can 
achieve a common goal quite easily, but the opposite 
is true too. The same number of people can have 
adverse effects when each one contributes just a 
little. A discarded candy wrapper or an unrecycled 
can sets a precedent for further carelessness. 
Recycling is often associated with the environ-
mental movement. In fact, a UNH environmental 
group- Gaia: People for the Environment- initiated 
the present recycling effort on campus. I don't think 
that the environmental movement is that at alL 
I believe it is a social move·ment dealing with 
lifestyles, attitudes and the social responsibility 
that goes along with being an inhabitant of the 
Earth. 
Perhaps one day we will all be environmentalists, 
whether we realize it or not. Basically, it comes 
down to common sense. An environmental issue 
such as the "greenhouse effect" is a massive concern, 
and most people feel paralyzed by its complexity. 
By acting locally to show concern for our envir-
onment, we can take a step coward social and 
environmental reform. 
It takes a little more thought, maybe a tad more 
time- add a dash of initiative, and the effects are 
a clean campus and a sense of pride. There is no 
way we can make the campus look like it did when 
Ben Thompson granted us the land, but we can 
certainly take pride in what we have. Help clean 
up our campus. "Pitch in for Pride on April 26. 
Cash prizes will be awarded! 
Stuart Mason is involved in Gaia: People for the En-
vironment. 
. i 
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Dedication of Crest 
International Food 
International Crafts 
Rally Grey and Sunfire-Reggae 
WERZ 107FM Broadcast 
Croquet 
New Hampshire Notables 











Atlantic Clarion Steel Drum Band 
Cafe al Fresco 
Foreign Word Body Boggle 
Ken Welsby - Bag Piper 
Libana - Middle Eastern Folk Music 
New Hampshire Gentlemen 
Libana 
Gary Sredzienski - Accordion 
Boogaloo Swamis - Cajun Music 
Farewell 'Till Next Year!! 
P.F.O., Office of Residential Programs, President's ,Of/ice, Diversity Committee, I.S.O., International 
Friendship Group, University Travel, Data General, and Rotary International. 
Donations by: 
Benjamin's, Book Loft, Cafe Brioche, Cafe Petronella, Classic Cone, Convergence Magazine, Cote Electric, 
Durham Copy, Durham House of Pizza, Glory Daze, Houghton's Hardware, Kinko's, New England Center, 
Polaroid, Red Carpet, Stan's Masury Paint Store, The Stockpot, Tin Palace, Town and Campus, Wesco, and 
by the wonderful parents whf) have supported us. 
Answers To FAR AWAY FACTS 
Friday, March 31 1) The crest belongs to Smith Hall. , . Tuesday, April 4 
I t was designed last year by Laurt::i: RennetL 
2) John Swan is the premier of Bermuda. 
1) Queen Maud Land is in Antarctica 
2) The largest city in total population of the 
Communist world is Shanghai 
◄► 
3) Quebec almost formed its own nation. 3) The Spice Islands (Moluccas) are part of Indonesia. 
Thursday, April 7 
and Tuesday, April 11 
1) The Thousand Islands are located in the 
St. Lawrence River. 
2) About 50 million years ago scientists believe 
Ausralia split away from Antarctica. 
3) Damascus is the capital of Syria. 
Winner will be announced at Fiesta 
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Arts & EntertaiD111ent 
~ Elvis Costello Plays Durham~ 
~'l. 
By Arthur Q. Lizie 
and Marc A. Mam igonian 
In a rare instance of big-name 
entertainment deigning ro play 
UNH, Elvis Costello lit up the 
Field House on Saturday night, 
mixing acoustic and electric 
tunes in a 26 song solo set 
spanning his 12 year recording 
career. 
Aside from displaying his 
ambitious and unique songw-
riting style , Elvi s spent much 
of the evening wavering be-
tween his dueling personas : rhe 
sensitive, serious artist and the 
overbearing, purposefully-
obnoxious showman with a 
heart of gold. To accentuate the 
duality of Elvis ' persona, two 
reviewers, engaging in an al-
most Socratic dialogue, are here 
employed to review the show: 
AL: Well, put quite simply, I 
re;illy enjoyed the show. You 
know, Marc, it's encouraging 
to see a major entertainer 
perform on campus. 
MM: Not just a major entertain-
er, Arthur, one of the major 
entertainers of our time. It was 
really an exciting experience. 
AL: I saw the show as having 
four distinct parts: Elvis Cos-
tello as stand-up comic, Elvis 
Costello as sensitive balladeer, 
Elvis Costello as Nick Lowe's 
pal, and Elvis Costello as Na-
poleon Dynamite. 
MM: I agree with you, Arthur. 
One of the things I like most 
about Costello is the fact that, 
througout his career, he has 
shown the ability to do many 
things very well. You know, I 
would add a couple of personas 
to your list, Arthur: Spike, the 
Beloved Entertainer and Elvis 
the Cover Artist. 
AL: True, Marc. Elvis as stand-
up comic was a mixed affair. He 
attempted to mix the worlds of 
rock and vaudeville, both of 
which have inherent faults. On 
one level, this was funny, an 
obvious mockery of the rock 
star's esteemed place in society. 
On another level, it got to be 
a bit annoying, as "God's Com-
ic," an entertaining tale of a 
stand-up comedian who-dies and 
finds God listening to Andrew 
Lloyd Weber and watching 91/2 
Weeks, went on for about half 
an hour, as Elvis told a very long, 
slightly humorous story. Of 
course, Weber and 9 1/2 Weeks, 
and The Monkees, who were 
also parodied in the song, should 
be made fun of whenever pos-
sible. Is the rock stage meant 
for comedy, I ask you? 
MM: That's a tough one to call, 
since so much rock is indistin-
guishable from comedy anyway. 
I enjoyed quite a bit of the 
comedy, but I agree that it went 
on too long. I guess Elvis is really 
intent on reconnecting with a 
popular audience since his last 
few albums haven't sold that 
well, even though they have 
been among his best. The other 
major problem I had was ~it_h 
his dragging out some of his 
songs to unnatural lengths. The 
way I see it, a three minute pop 
song like " P ads, Paws, and 
Claws" /"Leave My Kitcc:1, 
Alone" 
1
doesn't survive being 
stretched more than five min-
utes. Still, we shouldn't dwell 
tt>Lally on the negatives, should 
we? 
Elvis Costello (Deborah Hopkins photo). 
AL: No, we shouldn't, and I'll 
admit that I do often tend .to 
dwell on negatives. So, I'll make 
two really com plimencary ob-
servations at this point in the 
proceedings. First, Elvis ' latest 
album, Spike, from which he 
played eight songs, is one o_f his 
best; I highly recommend 1t, as 
I would a fine, vintage wine. 
Second, Elvis' ballads are phen-
omenal live. Even though he is 
playing alone, he is able to 
present a sense of dynamics, 
mostly through a juxtaposition 
of sweet and gruff vocal inflec-
tions, that most performers can 
only dream about. In particular, 
I mention his cover of Linda 
Ronstadt's "You're No Good," 
"Deep Dark Truthful Mirror," 
"I Want You," and the set closer, 
"Tramp The Dirt Down." He 
sang the last verse of "Tramp 
The Dirt Down" acapella, and 
it sent shivers down my spine. 
A mind altering experience. 
MM: Verily so, Arthur. 
thought the Ronstadt cover was 
a nice touch; he's done a good 
bit of beefing over the years 
about her covers of his songs, 
bur there was no malice in the 
"You're No Good" cover. Anoth-
er interesting aspect of the show 
was Elvis' mixture of current 
tunes with "oldies." He opened 
with a spry version of "Acci -
dents Will Happen," a nd in-
cluded such old faves as "Watch-
ing the Detectives, " "New 
Amsterdam" (fused with Len-
non's "You've Got to Hide Your 
Love Away"), "Peace, Love, and 
Understanding," and two of my 
personal old favorites , "Mystery 
Dance" and "Green Shirt ." 
What did you think of the song 
selection, Arthur? 
AL: Deep, vibrant, rich. Of 
course, there were other songs 
I would have liked to have heard, 
such as "Tokyo Storm Warning" 
ahd "Uncomplicated," but over-
all there was a decent balance 
between the old and the new. 
Maybe a bit too much emphasis 
on covers, but why shouldn't 
Elvis play songs by artists he 
grew up on, like The Beatles, 
the other Elvis, Van Morrison, 
and Bob Dylan, eh, Marc? 
Speaking of song selection, 
just as he did on his last tour, 
Elvis had an ingenious, but 
ultimately flawed, gimmick to 
get the audience involved. 
Three-quarters of the way 
through the show, Elvis wheeled 
out a giant, broken, red satin 
heart which offered the 13 1/2 
deadly sins. Members of the 
- Nick Lowe (Deborah Hopkins photo). 
audience were chosen by a 
roaming werewolf (who looked 
a lot like a reject from Weber's 
CatS), brought on stage, made 
to choose one of the deadly sins, 
then asked to pick an Elvis song 
which pertained to the sin. The 
audience choose three songs, 
"Allison," "Pump It Up," both 
sinfully prediccable, and the 
aforementioned "Green Shirt," 
a wonderful choice. The idea 
behind the heart gimmick was 
well intentioned, but failed a 
bit due to the audience's reliance 
on choosing old favorites (which 
The Big E would play anyway) 
instead of picking more obscure 
songs. It was a fun concept, 
though. 
MM: Quite so, quite so. I just 
wane to say chis to the guy who 
requested "Allison": Way to go 
out on limb, big guy. Although, 
in all fairness, if he hadn't done 
it, someone else would have. I 
guess it's too much to expect 
the whole audience to be inti-
mately acquainted with Elvis' 
entire ouvre. After all, that's 
what critics are for, eh, Arthµr, 
eh? 
I thought that the whole 
Napoleon Dynamite gag was 
rather amusing, but, then, I 
hadn't seen it before, unlike 
certain other persons. It was 
kind of nice to see Elvis act silly 
and make fun of the whole rock . 
star persona; particularly hi-
larious was his metal mastur-
bation version of "Pump It Up," 
which included snippets of 
Dylan's "Subterranean Homes-
ick Blues," from which it (and 
hundreds of other songs, includ-
ing almost anything by R.E.M.) 
derives anyway. Elvis ( i.e., 
Napoleon) loaded "Pump It 
Up" with incredibly indulgent 
layers of feedback, beatbox · 
rhythm, and white noise. I really 
got a hoot out of it , but I'm afraid 
not very many people took it 
in the spirit in which it was 
intended. Which, perhaps, 
might be the joke. Are you still 
with me, Arthur? · 
AL: I certainly am. Are you 
implying something, Marc? A 
part of the show which wasn't 
tongue-in-cheek, but just down 
home fun, was the three song 
set Elvis performed with old pal, 
and new Warner label mate, 
Nick Lowe. Elvis and Nick go 
back to the early days, way back 
in '77, and have collaborated 
many times over the years. 
Saturday night, as you well 
remember, Marc, the duo per-
formed Gladys' little boy's "Mar-
ie's (The Name of His La_test 
Flame)," a lovely little country 
rune (I don't have the slightest 
clue what the name is, only that 
it isn't Hank Williams), and 
Nick's "(What's So Funny 
About) Peace, Love, and Under-
standing?" This short set 
brought an intimate feel to set, 
a stark contrast to the distance 
Elvis created with his Dynamite 
persona. It's nice to see an artist 
break down the barriers be-
tween performer and audienc~, 
to see him act human. It was 
heartening to see Nick's big grin 
after the thunderous applause 
his ''Peace, Love, and Under-
standing" received when Elvis 
announced it. Don't you think, 
so, Marc? 
MM: Indeed, I do. If I were a 
cynic, I would comment that 
Nick's grin was a result of the 
knowledge that he will be raking 
in royalties from "Peace, Love, 
and Understanding" until his 
dying day. But, of course, I'm 
not a cynic, as I am sure you will 
agree. Nick Lowe really seems 
like a genuinely nice guy; a rock 
'n' roll nice guy, if you will. He 
seems to realize how lucky he 
is to be up there opening for 
Elvis. Lowe did a brief, yet 
energetic and thoroughly en-
joyable set which included his 
best known solo tune "Cruel To 
Be Kind," from way back when, 
and the well-known "I Knew 
the Bride (When She Used To 
Rock and Roll)." He also did 
a new song about a latter day 
Noah's ark, accompanying him-
self on a Fender electric bass. 
Nice song, nice set , nice guy. 
Is rhac about ic, Arthur? 
AL: I believe so, Marc. A minute 
for reflection, i.e. the point: 
Although Elvis Costello had 
some annoying tendencies, he 
was very entertaining. Right? 
MM: Absolutely, but when you 
get right down to it, we ' re all 
guilty. Say goodbye, Arthur. 
AL: Goodbye, Arthur. 
- - - -_ I . • t' 
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Folk Dancing: Invigorating Fun 
By Colleen Sebastian 
Sweat trickles down my back 
as I stand panting and puffing. 
My hair has already succumbed 
to the stifling heat. Only a short 
time ago it was curly and bouncy. 
Now it's wet and limp. I no 
longer smell powder fresh. My 
neck aches from constantly 
looking down. My legs yearn to 
sit. A little voice inside me 
taunts, "Are we having fun yet?" 
Before I can sit down and 
catch my breath, Olga Toma-
novich, who show no signs of 
fatigue, yells enthusiastically, 
"Watch out New York 
Rockettes, here we come!" Once 
again I'm back in line, except 
this time I'm dancing the Zemer 
Atik. 
Anne Deminoff and Olga 
Tomanovich have been doing 
international folk dancing since 
college. They are pros at it. 
Unlike me, they stand erect, face 
forward . The steps come nat-
urally to them. The soles of their 
shoes silently brush across the 
wooden floor while mine clump 
like horses' hooves on pave-
ment. 
A year and a half ago Demi-
noff moved to New Hampshire 
from Iowa. To her disappoint-
ment, there were no locally 
based international dance 
- groups. She had to travel over 
an hour on the weekends to find 
folk dancing groups. 
After meeting Tomanovich, 
Deminoff realized the two 
shared an interest. They decided 
to join forces, recruited a few 
friends, and started the UNH 
International Dancers. That was 
a year 'ago and now the few 
friends have expanded into a 
group of twenty regulars. 
The dancing abilities of the 
regulars are as diverse as their 
personalities. For instance, Ri-
chard Gilbert, who has salt and 
pepper hair and a matching 
beard, has been dancing for over 
tweive years. Like Deminoff and 
Tomanovich, Gilbert is a pro 
even though he insists that he 
still has to follow along with 
some of the dances. He doesn't 
attend any more folk dance 
festivals because according to 
him, he's "burned out" from 
them. 
Others like Chirstine Hoppe, 
a sof~ly spoken French teacher, 
haven't danced regularly for a 
year or so. She has no trouble 
with some of the dances . Ar 
other times she's as clueless as 
me, but eagerly joins the dancing 
line ro learn the steps. "Ir 's 
excercise," according to Hoppe. 
And then there are the people 
I identify with, the beginners. 
We are the ones whose eyes are 
permanently glued to the floor. 
We are the ones who take extra 
steps, turn the wrong way and 
forget to dosi-do . Yes, we are 
the dancing klutzes of the class. 
The people with two left feet. 
John H . Weston , a UNH 
student enrolled in the Whit-
temore School of Business and 
Economics, is a beginner. When 
asked why he started coming 
to the classes, Weston simply 
answers, "I thought it was time 
I started to socialize. I like folky 
stuff." 
Bill Kennedy, who just started 
coming to the class last week, 
noted how easy it was to pick 
up the dances. "After the second 
or fourth time, you start to know 
some of it. In the beginning you 
just have a lot of fun." 
He was right. ~ince the danc-
ing began, I had not stopped 
laughing at either myself or 
other people in the class. We 
were a sight for sore eyes . A 
dance instructor's nightmare. 
But we were having fun. It 
seemed the harder the dances, 
the more we laughed. 
Although some of us were 
having problems learning the 
dance sreps, I couldn't begin w 
imagine the skill and patience 
needed to reach the dances. The 
class was almost over and neith-
er Deminoff or Tomanovich had 
yet to raise their voices or 
express despair at the class. 
Instead they were still wearing 
smiles on their faces. 
The night before each class, 
Deminoff goes over the dances 
she plans ro teach. If she hasn't 
prepared for class she finds it 
harder to teach because the steps 
aren's as fresh in her mind. 
According to Deminoff, some 
people can do the dances, but 
they can't teach them. Other 
people don't need any prepa-
ration time and can just go out 
and teach. "It all depends on the 
person," according to Deminoff. 
On rhis particular night, 
Solange Kellermen, a guest 
dancer from Portland, Maine, 
led the class in a Greek folk 
dance. Kellermen, unlike De-
minoff, uses a counting style 
reaching method. Before raking 
the class visually through the 
dance sequence, Kellermen 
counts out the steps according 
ro the measures. 
Kellermen was the only per-
son to spore a pair of opanki. 
Opanki are worn by folk dancers 
in Eastern Europe and are part 
of the dance costume. They look 
like a pair of dark tan moccasins 
except they curl up at the toe. 
Only one piece of leather is used 
to make each opanki. Depend-
ing on the region, opanki will 
vary in style and color. Keller-
men's opanki are from Yugos-
lavia. 
Like opanki, the style of folk 
dancing varies from region. 
Bulgarian and Romanian dances 
are noted for their speed and 
intricate footwork while dances 
from Israel tend to be subdued 
and less vigorous. 
Greek folk dances have beeu 
around for thousands of years 
while partner style dances are 
only a couple of hundred years 
old. Israeli folk dances are so 
recent that they are considered 
modern by some people. They 
were developed when Israel 
became a state. According ro 
Gilbert, "They were self-
consciously written to create a 
new tradition." 
Like storytelling, folk dances 
are not always interpreted ver-
batim. Many steps are added or 
deleted, or the style may even 
change unintentionally. 
For example, there used ro 
be a men's and women's sryle 
to Balken folk dancing. Women 
used to take tiny steps because 
they couldn't lift their feet very 
high due to the weight of their 
petticoats. The men, on the 
other hand, took more solid 
steps. Since petticoats are no 
longer fashionable, women now 
take the same size steps as men. 
In New Hampshire, interna-
tional folk dancing is on the 
upswing. People no longer have 
to travel to Boston or Maine for 
dance sessions. The UNH In-
ternational Dancers used to only 
meet twice a month, but due to 
an increase in demand, they now 
meet every Sunday night from 
7:30 p.m. until 10:00 p.m. in 
New Hampshire Hall. Friday, 
April 21, some members of the 
group will put on a special dance 
workshop at Smith Hall's In-
ternational Fiesta. 
It was nearing 10:00 p.m. and 
we had just completed the final 
dance of the night, the Hambo. 
Surprisingly, I had only looked 
at the floor a few times. Hoppe, 
who had been dancing beside 
me turned to me and said, 
"You're getting pretty good at 
this." A smile broke our on my 
face. And to think less than 
three hours ago I was a dancing 
klutz. 
Macbeth Gets A Facelift 
Jackie Davis prepares· actress Susan Seydler to be made up for her role as a witch in Macbeth 
(Deborah Hopkins photo). 
By Rebecca Crepeau 
and Kristin Sousa 
The University of New 
Hampshire's Theater Depart-
ment is presently working on 
their upcoming performance 
of William Shakespeare's 
famous tragedy, Macbeth. But 
unlike the traditional 
Elizabethan portrayal, Director 
John Edwards has taken a mod-
ern approach in his production. 
Edwards spent a year in Japan 
and was introduced to "Butoh", 
a Japanese dance style. He was 
inspired by its stark, post-
nuclear war imagery, and de-
cided to incorporate this c:oncept 
into the costume design for the 
witches. 
Jackie Davis, the make-up and 
special effects specialist, or in 
her own words, the "weird 
props" specialist, has undertak-
en a very difficult position, one 
which requires large amounts 
of creativity. Her expertise in 
puppetry and mask design has 
allowed her to successfully apply 
Butoh to give the witches a 
modern appearance. This pro-
cess is lengthy and requires 
much patience. 
Susan Seydler, one of the 
witches, was the model for a 
make-up demonstration of this 
innovative style. Originally, it 
had taken two hours to achieve 
the bald-headed appearance of 
the witches. The process in-
volved slicking the hair back, 
a section at a time, with an ivory 
soap solution, then blowing it 
in place. Next Jackie "glued" 
a nylon stocking to Susan's head 
with an adhesive called spirit 
gum. 
In this second attempt, Jackie 
decided to try a latex skull cap 
to minimize the time for both 
the application and removal of 
the various soaps, makeup, etc. 
Susan wholeheartedly agreed 
with this because of the amount 
of time it took to get the 
cosmetics out of her hair. · 
This innovation proved to be 
successful except for the prob-
lem of wrinkling around the 
nape of the neck. But by the time 
the curtain opens for the first 
production, these minor set-
backs should be "ironed out." 
Not many people take inro 
consideration the amount of 
time and dedication it takes to 
stage such a challenging per-
formance. Although cosmetics 
are merely a facet of the entire 
production, its importance here 
is to exhibit Butoh. Clearly, the 
Japanese style is paramount for 
this product~on of lvJacf;etfa: .., ~ "' .. • 
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Junior High 
Memories 
By Marc A. Mamigonian 
Among the many unpleasant 
and rather sordid memories I 
have of Junior High School is 
reading Robert Cormier's The 
Chocolate War. It is one of those 
irritating heavy-handed books 
like Lord of the Flies that have 
ALLEGORY written ail over · 
them and make me gag. Still, 
I am always whining about how 
film adaptions should be con-
sidered separately from their 
sources as much as possible, so 
I will endeavor to practice what 
I preach. 
The film is a conflict of wills 
between Jerry (llan Mitchell-
Smith), a freshman at a Catholic 
boys school, Archie (Wally 
Ward), the head of the Vigils, 
a powerful underground organ-
ization at the school, and Broth-
er Leon (John Glover), the 
headmaster of the school who 
used inappropriate funds to buy 
bargain chocolates which the 
boys sell to make money for the 
schpol. Soon, it all becomes a 
microcosm for Nazi Germany. 
But, of course, you probably 
figured that out already. 
The film might have come 
through had it tried to somehow 
overcome the thick-headedness 
of the book; but, unfortunately, 
it sticks to it religiously. All of 
the bilge about peer pressure 
and wanting to fit in with the 
gang didn't wash in the.: eighth 
grade, so I cannot be expected 
to buy into it 8 years later. What 
surprised me, though, was how 
well I remembered the story, 
even scenes and lines of dialogue 
(much of which is lifted from 
the book). If you did, for some 
reason, actually like the book 
in Junior High (didn't everyone 
have to read it?), you might well 
ask yourself why, after seeing 
the film. 
Th e Chocolate War was writ-
ten and directed by Keith Jor-
dan, and as director he acquits 
himself rather well. It may be 
because the film was made on 
a low budget, but Jordan goes 
New Wave crazy, using lots of 
hand-held cameras on minimal 
editing. Whatever the motiva-
tion, it's a plus; he doesn ' t 
achieve the surrealistic heights 
of Li~dsay Anderson's If. .. 
(1969 ), with which it shares 
much, but this is due mainly to 
the material. 
The smart direction and the 
very good young cast keep you 
watching in spite of the pin-
witted material. The film fea-
tures a frequently obtrusive 
soundtrack of music that I would 
have been excited about in the 
8th gr-ade; Yaz, Peter Gabriel, 
Joan Armatrading, Kate Bush, 
among others, but they only end 
up contributing to the overall 
air of shallowness. The Choc-
olate War all too often opts for 
cheap "insights" like "We're 
all bastards," which sounds 
suspiciously like "We're all 
guilty," a message which it 
seems I have heard quite fre-
quently of late. 
For some reason, The Choc-
olate War was not given a 
theatrical release; it might have 
found an audience, but it went 
straight co video. If you care to 
re-live those glorious days of 
yore, go hunt it down. 
Elvis Costello seen performing at the Field House this past Saturday. He was later joined 
by special guest, and friend, Nick Lowe. See story, page 17. (Deborah Hopkins photo). 
•.......................................................•. -~ 
• • • 
• 
5K ROAD RACE 
APRIL 22 at 10:00 A.M. 
Start ud Flaish at AU, 10 Madbory Rd. 
Entry forms available at: 
AXA, Scorpio's, 
and Rac~ ·Day 
-
-
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Letters 
Crop II 
To the Editor: 
choose to do an alternate project. 
I guess your hostile comments 
should be directed to us, represen-
tatives of your class, instead of Patty 
who did, as she stated in the article, 
" ... give us the idea .. . " and we 
" .. . ba~ically ran with it." Where 
were your voices opposing our 
participation? Why didn't you come 
forward at the time of the class vote-
-or did you both miss class that day 
too? Oops, sorry, I guess it's easier 
to hide behind a Letter to the Editor 
after the fact rather than be publicly 
labeled as someone against feeding 
the hungry. 
Blood 
To rhe Ediror: 
It was recently brought co 111y 
am:: ncion chat we are 965 pines short 
of having col leered I 00,000 pints 
from Durham Red Cross Blood 
Drives. In the pascour goal has be'en 
1000 pines in our week long drive, 
bur due co deferrals and such we 
often fall short of our goal. 
In addition co the "Gift of Life" 
so many people receive as a benefit 
of the blood given, I chink it w<fuld 
be a fine tribute to the tremendous 
amount of work and dedicationJarry 
Stearns has poured into this effort 
over the years. For this reason, 
among others, I encourage everyone 
to rake some rime out this week, 
Monday - Friday 12-5 p.m., to stop 
by the Granite State Room and help 
make the I 00,000 pint a reality this 
spring. 
process cakes place, a fusion reaction 
can be extremely dirty by virtue of 
a high neutron flux which trans-
mutes reactor structural material 
into radioactive waste . The 
deuteron-deuteron fusion sai<l to 
form the basis of the cold-fusion 
process discovered by the U niver-
sicy of Utah investigators can lead 
to a number of different products, 
nor all of them clean. For example, 
the products can be: (I) helium-
3 and a neutron, (2) tritium (anoth-
er type of heavy hydrogen) and 
ordinary hydrogen, or ( 3) helium-
4. The first creates an undesirable 
neutron flux, the second produces 
radioactive tritium ( a beta-emitter 
with a half-life of 12.4 yr), and only 
the third produces rocally clean 
energy. At this time no one knows 
for certain which of the above 
reactions ( if any) occur in the 
eleccrolysis of heavy water, nor does 
anyone know of any way of control-
ling which reaction occurs. 
story, Chemistry Professor Paul 
Jones has prepared a bulletin-board 
display of new developments as they 
are reported . The display can be 
seen in Parsons ffall just past the 
College Road entr.rnce and across 
from Room 15 I. 
Sincerely, 
Frank L. Pilar 
Professor of Chemistry and Chair-
man 
FAKE FUR HATS 
le never ceases to amaze me-
··· What will students on this cam pus 
find to complain about next? I am 
writing in reference to the two 
letters regarding the Crop Walk 
in last Tuesday's New Hampshire. 
These two letters, tilted Crop I and 
Crop II, express opposition to 
Professor Patty Bedker' s ANSC 400, 
Food and People classes' partici-
pation in the annual Walk held 
Sunday, April 9th. As a member 
of the class, I feel obligated to set 
the record straight, for not only are 
my two classmates sadly misin-
formed, but they have deeply hurt 
an excellent professor who has 
found her way into the hearts of 
a large percentage of the student 
body. With relentless enthusiasm 
and energy, Patty teaches the largest 
class offered at UNH, this semester 
consisting of approximately 600 
students. Patty has always expressed 
support for student concerns; I find 
it absolutely ludicrous to imagine 
that someone would be "stone-
walled" in trying to talk to this 
sweet five-foot-two, blue-eyed 
blonde who practically trips over 
herself in order to make life easier 
for students. 
For your information, the dollar 
donation was not "mandatory"; it 
was merely suggested. We decided, 
as a committee, that if everyone 
gave whatever they could spare, it 
wouled be almost 600 new contri-
butions accredited to students . 
Instead of throwing flowers at 
herself, Patty handed the spotlight 
over to the students in her inter-
view. She stated that students 
usually get the bad press, that no 
one hears about it when student 
organizations do good things on 
campus. Patty acted as our advisor, 
and again, it was the committee you 
didn't know existed that encouraged 
the donation of a dollar. Sorry, 
didn't mean to break your piggy 
bank. 
If anyone is interested in keeping 
up with the developing cold-fusion Thank you for your support, .,...;;._111111!"'_.-_____ ...,'l"t"',_----,---,-------~:,--, 
Liz Delucia 
Chair health and Human Services 
Student Senate 
It's· a shame, Leonhardt and 
Kratsa, that your letters served no 
other purpose than to vent some 
steam and reveal your own ignor-
ances. I hope next time you elecr 
to pick up a venomous pen and 
blatantly call a respected faculty 
member a liar1 that you will at least 
get your facts straight and direct 
your anger to the responsible party. 
Oh--and just another piece of 
advide from a fellow classmate: If 
you can swing it, try and work a few 
classes into your busy schedule. 
Fusion 
To the Editor: 
Thursdays, 6 - 8 p.m. and Sundays, 1 - 3 p.m. 
Inna Rub A Dub Stylee, featuring classics and the latest in 
Reggae and African music, with hosts Laura and Peter. 
I'm sorry to refute your argu-
ments, as weak as they may be, but 
there was a Crop Walk Committee 
consisting of students from both 
Food and People sections. Perhaps 
if you had attended class just a bit 
more often, you would have heard 
the announcements of the bi-weekly 
meetings occurringd throughout 
the first three months of the 
semester--God forbid you might 
have attended a few or made a 
poster to supplement the 3 % Patty 
was willing to give you if you were 
unable to attend the walk and 
Sincerely, 
Amy C. Knop 
The April 11 issue of The New 
Hampshire had the following pa-
ragraph under the "Fusion test 
duplicated" article in NEWS IN 
BRIEF: "Scientists have long sought 
the secrest of nuclear fusion, which 
is considered a possible replacement 
for conventional energy sources 
because it would be clean, inexpen-
sive and virtually inexhaustible." 
Yes, it would be virtually inexhaust-
ible, and maybe it would be cheap, 
bur by no means can it be assured 
that it would be clean. In actuality, 
depending on just what fusion L---------------------------..,. 
PRIDE DAY PRizE-s 
Wednesday, April 26, 1989 
(Raindate Wednesday, May 3) 
An opportunity for the entire UNH Community to join in a campus-wide beautification and cleanup project. 
3 Prizes for the biggest volume of trash 
1st Prize .............. $200 
2nd Prize .............. 150 
3rd Prize ............... 100 
Rules: Any pre-registered group can participate 
Cans must be separated from trash 
Bags should contain trash only 
When you're finished collecting call #1437 to be judged 
All entrants must be done by 3:00 p.m. 
2 Prizes for the biggest volume of recyclable cans 
1st Prize .............. $150 
2nd Prize_._ ............... 75 
Rules: Any pre-registered group can participate 
Bags must contain only aluminum cans . 
When you are finished collecting, bring bags of cans 
to the trailer at the Smith loop to be judged. 
All entrants must be do~e by 3:00 p.m. 
BEST SPIRIT AW ARD - Highest % participation of 
people who live in a building residence hall or Greek house. 
1st Prize .............. $100 
BEST OVER-ALL RESIDENCE HALL CONTRIBUTION 
1st Prize .............. $100 
2nd Prize ................ 50 
BEST OVER-ALL GREEK HOUSE CONTRIBUTION 
1st Prize .............. $100 
2ndPriz.e ................ 50 
BEST OVER-ALL ACADEMIC BUILDING 
CONTRIBUTION 
1st Prize .............. $100 
2nd Priz.e ................ 75 
3rd Prize• ................. 50 
BEST TOWN/GOWN COOPERATION AWARD: For the 
group that works most closely with town members to clean up 
downtown Durham. 
1st Prize .............. $100 
BEST SPECIAL PROJECT: For the group that does the 
highest quality job of beautifying the campus on their own 
project or one coordinated through Facilities Services 
1st Prize ................ $50 
You do not need to pre-register to be eligible for "BEST" prizes, but it would be helpful to let 
coordinators know if you are planning to participate so judges will know to look for -you on April 26th! 
Resident Hall contact: Mary Faucher #2268 
Greek contact: Mike Sciola #1001 
Other student groups contact: Maggie Morrison #36J2 
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Universi Comics l _ 
HACKS HALL 13T JOHN HIRTLE! 
HEY! I &OT .4 . 




PETfl? McNEMCJ ,,, THERE FORE; I l=Y, W HER 
IT I-IA S COME TO MY COMDEM!-J YOU TO 
ATTENTION THAT YOU I THE LOW~R DEPTHS 
ONc OF MY OWN . ') OF 0!3J..JV!ON. 
CHARACTERS, REA LL y HAVE A NICf _p,1y.,.,, 
HArc: S 11 HACKs HALL': ... 
Kamp~s Kom1x by Rick Sawyer 
O'r BEING A DUSTBA 
F?£ AT UNH IS GREA. 
CE" 7H£ BUDbET 
CILl1E5 
l-lOUS£t<EEPING IS SD 
UNDER STAFFED, MANY 





Death in Heaven - A Companion 
STILL ,HINK 
·,- ,TN£. Y'KN 
N WE. \./ER£ ARR 
MfMURING T 
'HY IF THIS f(£E?S 
E COUl.O MASS INT 
GEP. OUST 8A LLS., 
OULDN'T BfLI£ 
S PDLIC£ TOO 
IN. vlHO COUL 
E You? \✓.F 
PRETTY ST 
TIL ~It/ALLY ""YE.S 
CAN 9££ rr NOW • ' • 






Ve-5, WC71JIZ ... 
-nit VIC77M CUT 
H/t,1jfILr JHIIV/No ... 
\ 
Superguy 
RIGHT. THE NAMES Nl6£L, 
RIGHT? l'r1 Y£R N[\J PROFf, 
RIGHT? 1 CA/1[ ACROSS TH£ 
POND TO R'PLACE YER OLD 
TEACH'R MR. BLIFAL, Rl6HT? 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE TUESDAY. APRIL 18. 1989 
by Berke Breathed -------.. 
RIGHT. ·1r APPEARS THAT . 
Y'LAD5 HAD ABJT OF A 
ROW WITH'/ M, Rl6HT? THE 
OLD CHAP IS NOW IN THE 


















... BftN<, ABLE TO f ART 
/N FRONT Of SlJME~~ 
IS OOE Cf WE Tll£ 
BONDS CJ FRIENDSHIP' 
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APRIL 18, 19 & 20 
UNH BOOKSTORE 
records ! 
RAIN DATES ..."fi.98.t . 











ANNUAL r=:= . ff 
I JURIEDI 
SHOW 
GRANITE STATE ROOM 
MEJVtORIAL UNION BUILDING 
UNNERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
DURHAM 
!I!!!!! 
i ~;~~ Painting ~7'1~ 1~~1!iu~e~~re eligible ~~~E~~i;g your entries to .:::' :,,_1.,_i_:!,,!·:_i_:,,i to submit up to 3 entries. v\brk the Hillsboro Room at the in any media will be accepted. MUB on Friday. April 21 ... If: Massachusetts College of Art 
11111:: ~~! ~~\t. NH ¾eekly 
Ji Boston Sunday Globe 
I · ~~f ~f.~~i,f,, of Art 
til 
A non-refundable entry fee of between BAM and noon. All !l.:._I; 
$3. per person is payable entries must be gallery ready: 
~~;~:, :,;:· ~*~:~~E~~:n"!'~ i_j_\_1 
presented at the reception 
including "Best of Show" and 
awards for 2 dimensional, 3 
dimensional and mixed·media. !!!!!! 
(i HOMECOMING 
*I~ cw UW!/V ~
0 
* 0 
* -·* 0 
Would you like to be a part 
of planning and improving 
major campus events at UNH? 
* JOIN THE 
tCAMPUS ACTIVITIES* 
! BOARD ! 
0 0 
* * ·• 
• 
Pick up application in the 
~tudent Activies Programming Office 
Rm 126 in the MUB 
~ (five positions available) 1 o o,- '. 
Application deadline: ..v. 1 *---- "'A"" 
-'---F-R-ID_A_Y_,A __ PR-IL_2_s_ih___ 
1 
~s AF E RID ES~ 
~ 
. Volunteers needed to work 
one night this semester 
*FREE PIZZA, SODA and 
MOVIE RENTAL when you work! 
* APPLICATIONS can be 
picked up 
in ROOM 203 in the 
HEALTH FACILITIES ·BUILDING 
SAFE RIDES runs every FRIDAY and 
~ . SATURDAY 
from 10 p.m. -2 a.m. 




1984 Jeep CJ?. Easily removed hard-top, 
carpet , excellent tires and shocks, new 
exhaust, radiator and starter. 57,000 miles, 
engine just rebuilt . $4700.00. 603-433-
5898. 
Racing bicycle, 56 cm Coinage frame, full 
campy equipped, extras, $395, call Bill. 
7 49-6403, after 5:00 p.m. 
Yamaha 400 cc Enduro- great shape $150. 
Ask for Tom 862-4722 please leave 
message. 
1986 Mercury Topaz 65. 45,000 miles, good 
condition, $4800. Call Susan at 868-2511 . 
Realistic Dual Cassette Deck. Auto reverse, 
hi-speed dubbing, metal position , contin-
u.ous play, Dolby B/C. Must sell- $150, 
negotiable. Call Susan at 868-2571. 
Complete bicycle touring outfit. Shogun 
Alpine GT, 18 spd, Front and Reverse racks 
and packs and more. 27" frame, perfect 
for 6'4" and over. Cost $800.00 . Selling 
$400.00. John: 1-432-5191 
FOR SALE- 1978 NOVA- V-8 Engine. Runs 
well. Must sell. $500 or Best Offer. Call 
Molly at 7 43-3173 or 7 43-3427. 
FOR SALE- 6 Ft. Couch. Good condition. 
Price negotiable. 7 49-1739. Evenings and 
weekends. 
FOR SALE : 5 piece drum set in good 
condition . Perfect for beginner. Price 
negotiable- must sell. Call 868-6194, ask 
for George. 
1984 JEEP CJ? Easily removed hard-top, 
Carpet, Excellent tires & shocks, New 
exhaust, radiator and starter. 57,000 miles, 
engine just rebuilt. $4700.00. 603-433-
5898 
1983 Chevy Malibu. Runs great. Recently 
tuned. no rust, AM-FM radio, snow tires, 
seats six. $1995 or B.O. Call 742-9355. 
FOR SALE: 1983 NISSAN 4X4 KING CAB. 
High Mileage, but in great condition. 
Kenwood Stereo and equalizer, CB, North-
hander Custom Fiberglass Cap, and many 
other great extras. Must see to really 
appreciate. Call Chris at 749-6715. 
1985 Nissan Sentra, runs good, must sell, 
asking $2500 or B.O. Call Michael 436-
8184. 
1980 BMW 320is . 4 speaker Alpine St. 
w/piston AMP 4-way Adjustable Recaro 
seats, AC/Cloth Interior, 2-way sunroof 
factory and wheels Henna Red. Must see. 
$3800 or B.O. 868-1256. 
1986 Dodge Daytona-black, fwd, 5-speed, 
51,000 miles. Excellent Condition, $5,000 
or best offer. For more details call Leigh, 
772-4829. 
BRAND NEW Blaupunkt- designed digital 
tuner/ cassette car stereo with 4 Philips 
spkrs, still under warranty, $300 and new, 
will sacrifice for $250. Call 659-5665 for 
details. serious inquiries only. 
FOR SALE: Magnavox Video Writer Word 
Processor. Disk Drive and Printer Built In. 
Convenient size and Portability. Asking 
$250. Call Parke at 868-6016. 
1988 HYUNDAI EXCEL GL: Sunroof and 
Stereo Equals Summer! 13K Miles, Less 
than 1 year old! $5200 miles. 
Executiva Secretary iv, ...:,namic envir-
onmental organization of ten people. 
Executive staff requires highly professional 
handling of telephone contact with top 
executives from around the country, as 
well as high volume of correspondence. 
Very active telemarketing staff needs 
telephone reception and administrative 
support. No job is too important or too trivial 
for any member of our team . Positive 
professional attitude; 3-5 years experience; 
strong organizational capabilities; self 
starter; word processing and dictation skills 
all a must. Knowledge of Microsoft Word, 
basic bookkeeping a plus. Position offers 
excellent salary and benefits package for 
the successful candidate. Position to be 
filled immediately . Please send resume 
and references to: EHMI, Box 932, Durham: 
NH 03824, Attn: Chris 
GUIDO MURPHY's, Cape Cod's hottest 
restaurant-bar complex. Interview wee-
kend, Saturday , April 22, 11-6, Sunday, 
April 23, Noon -5. Season May 25-
September 4 and more. Corner of West 
Main and Sea Streets, Hyannis, MA. COME 
ON DOWN! 
( ( ( I ... , .... - ,' I - I 1 j 
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CLASSIFIED 
Nanny needed for summer - Four children, 
top salary, private room and bath, no 
weekends, congenial Boston location . 
Driver 's license requirea . Must be good 
with children. For more info. contact Rose 
Snyder, 617-527-5377. 
If you are transferring to a different school 
next tall and want to make some quick cash 
selling I-shirts, call ELI at Kappa Sig. 868-
9637. 
OFFICE WORKERS NEEDED: Two UNH 
College Work Study positions available 
at the Social Security Office in Portsmouth, 
NH. Pays $6.00 per hour. Applicants must 
be approved tor College Work Study by 
UNH. Call 433-0716 and ask for Mr. White. 
AWESOME SUMMER JOB!!' Disabled 
Individual In Search of Personal Care 
Assistant. Salary $6.25 an hour/ 28 hours 
per week . Job title consists of personal 
grooming, house cleaning, food shopping. 
Accessable to summer students living on 
Campus or in the Durham area . For more 
into .. Call 868-1986 and leave a message 
on my "HAPPY" answering machine. 
WANTED: Companion to live with elderly 
woman. In Durham, salary, room and_ board. 
Inquire Rm. 319 James Hall. 
Washington Mortgage Company Incorpo-
rated is seeking aggressive graduating 
seniors to earn $50,000 to $75,000 per year 
or more! Participate in our mortgage training 
program and advance to the prestigous 
position of loan officer. Working conditions 
are excellent with a generous commission 
structure. Territories are now available 
in your area to service: Realtors, Builders, 
Developer~. Accountants, Attorneys and 
other sources of mortgage origination. 
Candidates must be professional, have 
excellent communication and organiza-
tional skills and possess some sales 
aptitude. Find a great career opportunity 
in banking and finance at Washington 
Mortgage while positions are still available. 
Washington Mortgage has over 100 (one 
hundred) easy to work with loan programs, 
Including: Residential, Commercial, and 
Investor. Contact us now as to when we 
will be interviewing: 1-800-327-0292. 
MODELS NEEDED for HAIR, SHOW: Free 
Haircuts- Perms, Colors, April 23 and 24 
Sheraton-Tara Hotel. 50 Fercroft Ad . 
Danvers, Ma. Model Call April 22 at 3:00 
at Hotel or Call Vince Downs at (603) 743-
4911. 
RECREATION DIRECTOR and Assistant 
needed for North Hampton Summer Pro-
gram. Weekday mornings July 10 to August 
18. Teaching or recreation credentials · 
preferred. Send resume and 2 references 
by April 28th to Town Office, Atlantic Ave., 
North Hampton, NH 03862. 
COME JOIN THE CTC! Full -time staff 
associate position available for the summer 
at the Commuter Transfer Center. Work 
study and commuter students preferred. 
$4.50 per hour. 
BIG BIG BUCKS! For you, juniors with 3.5 
GPA!!! Be a marketing assistant this 
summer for a BIG computer company in 
Burlington, VT. BIGGG BUCKS!!! Call Field 
Experience 862-1184! 
Movers wanted for last weekend in April. 
Pay is negotiable. 7 49-1739 Evenings and 
weekends. 
HELP WANTED : Hazardous waste and 
materials consulting firm in Durham is 
seeking part-time assistance in coordi -
nating a national series of environmental 
conferences starting immediately. We need 
a mature ind ividual with strong organiza-
tional skills, the ability to work with minimal 
supervision and an interest in environmen-
tal issues. Word processing a plus. For more 
information, call Claudie at 868-1496. 
HOLl51NG 
DUhHAM - Furnished single bedrooms 
with shared bathroom tor female students 
only. Available for 1989-90 academic year. 
Private enterance. Ten minutes walk from 
T - Hall . $1100 per semester including 
utilities. Call 868-2217 after 4 p.m. 
SUMMER RENTAL - Furnished 2 BR 
apartment available 5/22. 2 1 /2 miles from 
campus. Suitable for Faculty/ Staff 
$450/mo. plus Utilities. Lease Deposit. 
659-5932 
Fall Rental - Nice Furnished 3 BR apartment 
available 8/27. 3 1 /2 miles campus. No 
pets, Non-smokers $795/mo plus utilities. 
Lease, deposit. 659-5932 
Fall Rental - Nice, furnished 2BR Apartment 
Available 8/27. Two and a half miles from 
campus. No pets, non-smokers. 
$530/month plus Utilities. Lease, Deposit 
659-5932 
A Summer in New Orleans!! - Looking for 
roommates to share apartment in New 
Orleans for May through August. If inter-
ested please call Danielle at 868-2306 for 
more information. 
Summer Sublets available in House in 
Newmarket 3 miles from campus non-
smoker, no pets $185.00 a month. Ask for 
Mike or Nick or leave message 659-3126 - ---
FREE APT - Grad. student family seeks 
responsible person to share large 2-family 
Rochester home and meals in return for 
light housekeeping and parttime childcare. 
Use of beach condo included. Near bus 
route. 
Beach House! 3-bdrm house, $475/month, 
winterized, available for '89-'90 school year. 
Hampton NH. Call 926-4215 (PM'.s) 
WANTED: Companionn to live w/ elderly 
women. In Durham, salary, room and board. 
Inquire Rm. 319 James Hall. 
Summer Sublet in Lee! Duplex- 4 to 5 
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, off street parking, 
huge yard! Asking $225 or Neg. Please 
call 659-5844 NOW!! 
Summer Sublet: Looking for quiet, respon-
sible, non-smoker to share 2 bdrm Apt. 
in Dover. On Karivan rte. 1 0 min. to Durham. 
Fall option $250/mo. (heat and water inc.) 
or b.o. Dan or Marc 7 49-6658 
Dover modern, newly done apartment. 3-
bedrrom , $695.00 Includes heat, water, 
parking, K-van stop. Apartment May 31 . 
1 - 4 roommates needed. Call 743-4474 
after 2:00 P.M. Ask for Joanne or Donna. 
Need Summer Housing? I need female 
roomies to share room in Condo in Dover. 
6 miles form campus. $200/mo. includes 
utilities. Call Jenn 749-4031 
Summer Sublet Available at the coops-
4 spaces abailable in 2 bedroom apt . 
Spacious, w/ small sundeck . Rent neg. 
Call Melissa L. or Laura at 862-4092. 
M/F wanted to share Summer Sublet. 
Beautiful Dover Apt. Lg. Bdrm, w / d, tranquil 
location, $212 mo. Karen - 7 49-6376 
Summer Subletters needed for great 
furnished apt. on Main St. females only. 
$200/mo. - everything included. 868-6013 
Dover Furnished room. Pvt. enterance, 1 /2 
bath , micro, cable, refridgerator, Karivan, 
$60/week. Deposit, references 742-6447 
atter 7pm 
Room or rooms for rent. Great, new, clean 
house in rural setting 3 1 /2 miles from 
campus . Available immediately or for 
summer. Rent negociable . Call midweek 
evenings. 654-7 41 3 
Female Roomate Needed; 5 min . walk to 
campus, Garrison Ave. Year lease 
$275/mo. plus utilities off street parking 
avail. 6/1 /89 call 868-6479 
SUMMER RENTAL - Furniched 3 BA 
apartment available 5/22. 3 1 /2 miles from 
campus . Suitable for Faculty/Staff 
$660/month plus utilities. Lease, Deposit. 
Gall 6~~5~2 
SERVtCES 
TYPING : Lowest Prices Available! (We 
know, We 've Checked) . Free Pick-
Up/Delivery. Spelling. Editing Service. Call 
Beckwith-Douglas Service 7 49-0594 
Need a Band for your party? Try Ollie and 
the Patriots. This is not a joke, this is Rock 
and Roll. Jason: 7 42-1858, Doug: 7 43-3505 
T AE KWON-DO. the art of self-defense. 
For more information call Hwang's Tae 
Kwon-Do at 743-6500 
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING, profes-
sional quality, reasonable _ rates. Spelling 
accuracy included. Call 742-2037, Dover. 
Professional Word Processing for all your 
documents, reports , etc . Experienced, 
efficient, reasonable rates , quick -return. 
Janet Boyle, 659-3578. 
LOVE CAREFULLY THIS SUMMER. Con-
traceptive services, confidential, high -
quality and sensitive care by trained 
medical staff. Sliding fees for exams and 
supplies. One visit, no class required. Call 
for appointment. The Clinic, Dover 749 -
2346 or Rochester 332-4229. 
TYPING - Lowest Prices Available I (We 
know , We 've checked). Free Pick -
up/ Deliver,y. Spelling. Editing service. Call 
Beckwith-Douglas Service 7 49-0594. 
LOVE CAREFULLY THIS SUMMER' Con-
traceptive services, confidential, high-
quality and sensitive care by trained 
medica l staff. Sliding fees for exams and 
supplies. One visit, no class required. Call 
for appointment. The Clinic, Dover 749-
2346 or Rochester 332-4249. 
Professional! Word Processing for all your 
documents, reports, etc. Experienced, 
efficient, reasonable rates, quick-return. 
Janet Boyle, 659-3578. 
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING, Profes-
sional quality, reasonable rates. Spelling 
accurately included. Call 742 -2037, Dover. 
Tae Kwon-Do , The Art of Self-Defense. 
For more information, call Hwang's Tae 
Kwon-Doat743-6500 
PERSONALS 
HOW SAFE IS YOUR DORM ROOM? 1he 
UNH Debate Society asks this question 
on Tuesday, April 18 at 7:00 in the 
Merrimack Room. Does the University have 
the right to enter any room in University 
housing without the consent of the occu-
pant? 
Jon, I love you. I want to see you win those 
triathlons this summer. I'm behind you all 
the way. 
YOU'RE A CHICKEN- Gobble Gobble But 
I love you anyway. -Koala 
TYPING : Lowest prices available! (We 
know, We've checked) . Free Pick-
up/Delivery. Spelling. Editing service. Call 
Beckwith-Douglas Service. 7 49-0594. 
Adoption: educated farm couple offers love, 
stability, wonderful iife, room to grow. 
Expenses paid. Call collect Susan and Alan 
802-592-3384. 
Creative Portraits are being offered to 
graduating seniors , theatre majors, mu-
sicians, or other interested persons. Each 
work is completely original and of a highly 
expressive nature. Photographs can be 
taken in a variety of locations on campus 
and are crafted on fine art black and white 
prints. For more info or other interest 
contact Michael Borchardt at work 862-
1485 or home 431 -7366. 
Remember Secretary's Day APRIL 26TH!!! 
ADOPTION: Warm, loving, happily married 
couple wishes to adopt newborn. Paid 
medical expenses. Legal and confidential. 
Call Marlene and Barry collect (203) 268-
5123 atter 8:00 p.m. and weekends. 
Make money while making people look 
beautiful. UNH is the ideal place to be a 
skin consultant. For more info., call Lisa 
at 603-335-3462. 
Are you female and short of cash? I would 
like to pay you $100.00 cash to dance for 
five minutes at a friend's bachelor party 
April 22 . Must have own transportation. 
Discretion assured. Strictly business. 
Denny 7 49-1668. 
Do you like the Fools, comedy, and good 
times? Work security for the Student 
Coalition for the Homeless' Variety Show. 
I'll provide transportation to PHS and back. 
Good fun tor a good cause. Call Pano at 
1485 or drop by rm 148 in the MUB. (MUSO) 
What's the difference being different? Do 
you need support or want to talk to someone 
about being different at UNH .. .feel free to 
call any of these members of the Diversity 
Committee: Denise Connors, Nursing dept. 
862 -3405; Stuart Churchill -Hoyer, Dean 
of Students Office, 862-2050; Les Fisher, 
English Dept. 862-1313; Marianne For-
tescue, Student Activities 862-1524; Susan 
Franzosa, Dept. of Education 862-2376; 
Emily Moore, Dean of Students Office 862-
2050 
The Minis are still accepting applications 
tor fall residency, but you must be inter-
viewed to be offered a space. Pick up an 
application today, or be left out! Applica-
tions are available at Pettee House, or at 
the Minidorm office, Room 1 01 Richardson 
House. 
EA TON, HALL, MARSTON, RICHARDSON, 
SACKETT, and WOODRUFF. The MIN-
IDORMS are a great place to live 1 Don 't 
miss out on your chance to live there. Pick 
up an application today at Pettee House, 
or at the Minidorm Office, rm 1 01 Richard-
son House. 
The Minis may have room for you! If you 
are interested in what Special Interest 
Housing has to offer, pick up an application 
for fall residency at Pettee House today, 
or stop by the Minidorm Office, rm 101 
Richardson House. DON'T MISS OUT! 
PATTY WHACKAfll WE LOVE YOUR NEW 
CARIi! -Kringles, Fleaba2:__W~d~~Lisa 
Everyone 's famous al least once, now is 
your chance - go to the prr,f Pssional variety 
show Saturday, April 22nd! It's being filmed 
for channel 50' Only $10.00 - all money 
goes to the homeless. 
A full night of entertainment' Rock and Roll, 
rythm and blues , comedy and improvisa-
tional talent' Tickets are only $1 0.00 and 
all money helps the homeless. 
SEE THE FOOLS - known for their song 
"World Dance Party", SAVOY TRUFFLE, 
DAVE MALLET, and some Boston come-
dians while helping New Hampshi re's 
homeless. Tickets on sale Tuesday, Weds, 
and Thursday IN THE MUB - ONLY $10.00!-
CONGRA TULA TIO NS GREG ... IT IS Fl NAL-
LY OVER - HALL HOUSE 
GUIDO MURPHY's, CAPE COD'S HOT-
TEST RESTAURANT -BAR COMPLEX . 
Interview weekend, Saturday, April 22, 11 -
6, Sunday, April 23, Noon-5. Season May 
25-Sept. 4 and more. Corner-of West Main 
and Sea Streets, Hyannis, MA. COME ON 
DOWN!!' 
SHOULD THE SEABROOK NUCLEAR 
POWER PLANT GO ON LINE? In conjunc-
tion with GAIA for Earth Week the UNH 
Debate Society presents a debate between 
the Clamshell Alliance and representatives 
of Seabrook on Thursday April 20 in Horton 
Rm. 4 at 7:00. 
SHOULD NEW HAMPSHIRE RAISE TAXES 
fof education? Be looking for this upcoming 
topic presented by the UNH Debate 
Society. 
GREG , CONGRATULATIONS ....,,. IT'S 
GOOD TO HAVE YOU BACK. YOU CAN 
NOW RELAX AND FORGET ABOUT YOUR 
VALIUM. LOVE, KATHY 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY JIP!! I love you very 
much and I'm glad to spend this one-with 
you'Love,Lucy 
SN- Look upon me with those blue eyes 
and forever make my dreams into reality. 
-KA 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY PIZZO!!! HALL HOUSE 
M.A.S. Far away kingdom, old castle, tallest 
tower, a knight , a princess , candle light 
dinner, nothing but "fishies". N.N.H. 
Happy 21st Pete - I have lots of good 
memories with your already. Have we only 
known each other a month?! Downtown 
in the fall . My turn to buy drinks. Happy 
Birthday! Love, Kim 
Hey sis, yeah you Dayna!! Happy 21st! It's 
already promising to be an AWESOME year. 
Main street living in dusty rose, drinking 
with our neighbor Nick. Pooh and CR never 
had it better. Happy Birthday! Love, Kim 
VARIETY SHOW April 22nd' Featuring: The 
Fools, Savoy Truffle, Dave Mallet. Comic 
Talent: Mike Moto, Jim Cavey, <;3uilty 
Children. 7:00 p.m. Portsmouth High 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY JEFF (A DAY EARLY) 
- HALL HOUSE 
WE NEED YOU' The Commuter Transfer 
Center is looking for a full -time staff 
associate. Come to the CTC, Rm 136 in 
the MUB, tor further details. ' 
Miss POM-POM, You do exhilerating things 
with grapes and your tongue. I'm looking 
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Jon - you wear it well, like so few people 
can . I mean it. Thanks, and I'll keep the 
~atchbook. We're greatl love ME 
Mars Blackman says, "Word, this you can 
do!! Don't leave Special Olympics hanging 
· and run in the 3rd Annual Lambda Chi Alpha 
Road Race to benefit Special Olympicsll" 
ADOPTION. Warm, loving, happily married 
couple wishes to adopt newborn. Paid 
medical expenses. Legal and confidential. 
Cal l Marlene and Barry collect (203) 268-
~~ 23 ~ft!':_ 8:00 p.m. and_ weekends. 
Lace up your crosstrainers and just do it I 
Lambda Chi Alpha 's Spring into Shape road 
race is April 22ndll 
WELCOME HOME GREG ... WE MISSED 
YOU - LOVE, HALL HOUSE 
- - ----
WONDERING WHAT THERE IS TO DO ON 
CAMPUS? Now there is a terrific oppor -
tunityi See the fools, Savoy Truffle, Boston 
Comedians and other professional ta lent 
for only $1 0.00! 
------
GUIDO MURPHY'S, Cape Cod 's hottest 
re~taurant-bar complex . Interview wee -
kend , Saturday , April 22 , 11 -6, Sunday , 
April 23 , Noon-5. Season May 25 -
, September 4 and more . Corner of West 
Main and Sea Streets, Hyannis, MA. COME 
ON DOWNIII 
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Big Prizes, Big Winners, Big Losers, in the 
Lambda Chi Alpha 3rd Annual SK Road 
RaceI! Show us what you got! Now you can 
trot down Madbury Rd. on April 22nd, and 
win a prize. Don't be a schmeckle, just do 
it!I 
Spring into Shape with Lambda Chi Alpha's 
3rd Annual SK road race to benefit Special 
Olympics. Applications available at Lamb-
da Chi Alpha, Scorpios Provisions, and 
Pettee Brook Place, $3 entry fee. 
Jim. Tigger, Who loves you? Need a hint? 
You live in her room half the time! (No not 
the blond onel) She also has a thing for 
personals. I sure hope you 're bracedl love 
ME 
Th e PHISH ARE COMINGIII The NHOC 
presents the band PHISH April 27th 
Thursday night in the Strafford Room MUB!I 
Tickets will soon be on sale for $4 at the 
ticket office. An excellent band of multiple 
tal ent s and quality t~roughout. .. they 've 
played at various colleges and· in Boston .. . 
soon to sign contract for the big timer. More 
info. to come ... pass the word111 A time not 
to missI11 
COOL-AID. Your hotline to someone who 
cares. 862-2293. 
Cohead, Wayface, Mennace, Carrie and 
Tim : Eat 'em AND hang out on Level 5. 
Trevor B. 
THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO 
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY. 
And they're both repre-
sented by the insignia you wear 
as a member of the Army Nurse 
Corps. The caduceus on ,the left 
means you're part of a health care 
system in which educational and 
career advancement are the rule, 
not the exception. The gold bar 
on ihe right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're 
eaming a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713, 
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY. 
ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAM BE. 
,. 
..,,.. 
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Liz Uretsky placed third in. the women's race to help the 'Cats ride into second at the UNH 
Collegiate Cycling Classic this Saturday. (Ben Frazier photo) 
Getting down and dirty 
By William Juris 
The UNH wrestling team 
held their version of Wrestle-
mania this past Saturday night 
at Snively Arena. The only 
difference was the end result; 
slimy, muddy wrestlers. 
The event is in its second year 
and is a fund raising activity for 
the UNH wrestling team. 
The wrestlers were divided 
into different weight classes of 
light, middle, and heavy 
weights, similar to that in 
boxing. Each match consisted 
of the best out of three falls to 
produce the winner. 
··sa10 spectaror Gordie Mai-
tland. 
"We're planning to make it 
a traditional event and as long 
' as people are having fun with 
it, we will continue doing it," 
said coach Jim Urquhart. 
Winning, though, was not the 
most important aspect of the 
evening for once. Instead, it was 
a time t0 have a few laughs and 
raise some money for a good 
cause. Wrestler Torn Chrane 
described his experience in the 
mud as "exciting and definitely 
worth doing." 
Barry Chouljian, an '82' wres-
tling alumni, was the MC for 
the evenings festivities. He 
would have made Jessie "The 
Body" Ventura and Vince McMa-
hon proud with his great anal-
ysis of the matches. Along with 
"Mud wrestling is not just a 
sport, but a way of life," and 
warning the crowd to "Please 
don't try these moves at home 
because these are trained pro-
fessionals," Chouljian got the 
crowd laughing, revealing their 
money spent was well worth it. 
.. 
. r-
The money will be used to 
help cover expenses the team 
incurs during the year. Last year 
the event brought in $1,000. 
"We hope to clear that this 
year, but when you can make 
close to that much money in one 
night, it's awfully nice,"said 
Urquhart. 
Mudrnania had its big name 
celebrities, just like the World 
Wrestling Federation. Instead 
of Hulk Hogan, Macho Man 
Randy Savage and The Lovely 
Elizabeth, the UNH version had 
Batman Perry, Leaping Louie, 
The Abominable, Luscious Suzy 
and The Hot Muffin. 
"I can't wait todo it again next 
year," said Chrane. 
Scott Sir Lancilots, in hopes 
of retaining his championship 
title of last year, replied, "I 
trained on the farms, during the 
off season, in the pig pens to 
stay sharp and in shape." 
The crowd was very vocal 
during the entire event, sup-
porting their favorite wrestlers 
with cheers and letfing the 
referee know when he made a 
bad call with boos and taunts. 
'Tm happy to see a good size 
and enthusiastic crowd come out 
and support the wrestling team-
YAWmfl 
~~~ 
Each wrestler tried to get that 
extra edge in order to beat his 
opponent . Some were seen 
putting baby oil over their 
bodies to make themselves 
harder co hang on to. Others 
tried to intimidate their oppo-
nent by diving into the mud pit, 
head first. 
"Getting it in your eyes was 
the worst pare," said wrestler 
Leaping Louie Ferullo, about 
the difficulties the mud brought 
about. 
But what's a little mud in your 
eye when you're having fun? -
The Outstanding Faculty Award will be awarded to one Assistant and 
one Associqte Professor whose accomplishments in areas of teaching, 
research, and service are prodigious and of the highest quality. Those 
chosen will each receive $2,500. 
The Distinguished Professor Award is to identify and honor a longstanding 
member of the faculty who over the years has excelled in the areas 
of teaching, scholarship, creative activity, and service. The faculty 
member chosen will receive $5,000 . 
~~~ 
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By Mike Stinson 
Saturday wa~ a big day for the 
W i Idea t cycling team as the 
squa<l hosted the UNH Colle-
giate Cycling Classic. The re-
sults, however, were not as 
brighr, as UNH ended up raking 
second place behind UMass. 
Rounding out the rop five for 
team results were Connecticut, 
Tufrs and Colby, respectively. 
"I was a lirtle bit surprised," 
said cyclist Doug Tanner, in 
reference to the OUL1..ume of the 
day . "I thoughr our team was 
going to dominate the race." 
Tanner noted chat the two top 
riders for UMass had nor ridden 
the last rime the teams faced 
each other, thus rntching UNH 
somewhat off guard . . 
The day started with the 2_)-
rni le women's race. The pack 
stayed together for some time, 
bur IO riders broke away ar rhe 
halfway point. UNH placed two 
riders in this group. Liz Uretsky 
had what may have been her 
best race of the season on rhe 
way to a third place finish. 
Tiffany Beck came across the 
line: in tenth for the 'Cats. 
The men's ·c race, also 23 
miles, again saw a strong group 
performance. Wildcat riders 
Mike Pelletier, Paul Maxted,Jeff 
Sallade and Arthur Cady worh:d 
together to take third through 
sixth positions respectively. 
The _15-rnile men's 'B' race 
turned out to be a very close 
contest. The riders scayec.i to-
gether for most of the race, 
fighting it out in a big sprint 
al Ule fll11Si1. UnltKe Hie ·c l'uLe, 
the field broke up early in the 
race. UNH pushed har<l to force 
the pace and place two cyclists 
in the top seven. Bruce Bedell 
claimed the number six spur, 
while John MacCahon placed 
seventh in his first race of the 
season. 
The grande finale began at 
12:00 with rhe start of the men's 
'A' race; a 60-miie long, 25-lap 
trek. UNH's Chuck Lawrence 
anJ Doug Tanner broke away 
from the pack in the eighth lap, 
along with Peter Vollers and 
Eric Scranton of UMass. 
These four managed ro stay 
in front with the he[ p of their 
teammates' blocking. For UNH, 
Marc Gullikson played a big part 
in this as he worked his way into 
another break and prevented 
them from c:.itching the front 
runners. Thing:, wc.:rc looking 
very good for the 'Cars until the 
final lap. This is when Lawrence 
crashed, virtually ending any 
chance for lJNH to claim the 
top spot. Lawrence and Tanner 
still managed co t.1ke second and 
third, respeccively, while Gul-
likson toul ... sixth. 
The tt'arn now looks ahead 
to the Eastern Collegiate Cyling 
Federation Ch:1mpionships at 
UMass on April 22-23. The loss 
this weekend will at least take 
some pressure off UNH, as 
teams set their sights on UMass. 
Tanner is looking forward to 
the upcoming race. "We have 
an extremely strong te:.im," he 
said. "I And I it's going to take 
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ildcat baseball 
squelches UVM 
By Kevin Connelly 
The UNH baseball team ' 
brought home two impor.tant 
conference games from Ver-
mont, in a three game series on 
the road over the weekend. The 
'Cats record now stands at 5-
8, with a 3-3 conference mark. 
ana 1an Emery couid not hold 
Vermont's hie parade, as the 
Cac::imounts went on for a 14-
2 victory. 
"Our pitching fell apart," 
Conner said. "We didn't hit the 
ball either. Stevens did look 
good pitching in the middle 
innings though." 
The UNH baseball team used a solid pitching performance to take the first of their two victories 
Pitcher Joe Teixeira started 
the first game of the double-
header on Saturday for the 'Cats. 
He pitched the fu 11 seven in-. 
nings and picked up his third 
win of the season. The 'Cats 
supplied Teixeira with plenty 
of offense, scoring nine runs in 
the game, five which came in 
the first inning. The Cata-
mounts -made a game out of it, 
however, chipping away at the 
UNH lead until they had pulled 
within one, 8-7. UNH catcher 
Tony Martins added an insu-
rance run in the sixth, when he 
executed a suicide squeeze, and 
Teixeira held on for a 9-7 
victory. 
Having split Saturday's dou-
ble header, Sunday's contest 
became the grudge match for 
the two teams. Mike Levin gave 
the 'Cats an early lead, with his 
second solo home run of the 
series, in the third inning. But 
Vermont came up with three 
runs in their half of the third, 
off UNH scarcer Rob Carpent-
ier. The UNH pitcher remained 
in control the rest of the bal-
lgame, and the 'Cats battled back 
scoring a pair in the eighth to 
knot the score at three all. UNH 
took the lead in the ninth on 
a RBI single by Kevin Foxetta, 
before the Catamounts scored 
on a two-out single in the 
bocrom, to send the game into 
extra innings. 
over Vermont this weekend. (Ben Frazier photo) · 
Track coasts to victory 
By Todd Shaw 
Members of the Old Yankee 
Conference crossed paths at 
Spaulding High School on Sat- -
urday. In the end however, URI, 
UMass, UVM and UMaine 
made the trek to Rochester to 
no avail as UNH glided to a 1st 
place finish by outdistanced 
second place URI by 16 points. 
Mike Cannuscio, the Cats' 
10,000 meter man, captured the 
first event of the day with a 
31:47. 3 finish and sec'ting a 
personal best by pealing 1 :36 
of his previous mark. "Cannus-
cio' s run set the tone for the 
whole team," said Coach Jim 
!3oulanger. "Everyone just 
seemed to feed off of it." 
The Cats' David Weisser 
flexed his muscles by posting 
victories in the shocput and 
discus events. Weisser complet-
ed his competition by posting 
victories in the shocput and 
discus. · 
Fortunately, UNH also sport-
ed the two premier pole vaulters 
in the meet. Peter Eberhardt 
and Alan Wright were able to 
nab the first and second spots 
St. John's nips 
men's .lacrosse 
By Mike Stinson 
Despite a well balanced scor-
ing attack, the UNH men's 
lacrosse team found itself on 
the short end of a 9-8 game 
against Sc. John's on Saturday. 
"We had real good opportun-
ities," said Coach Ted Garber."! 
feel if we could have tied the 
game we would have · won, 
because they would have folded 
up tent." 
The game was hotly contested 
throughout, but the Redmen 
were able to build a lace lead and 
hold on for the victory. 
St. John's Russel Hilton 
opened the fourth quarter with 
his third goal of the day to put 
the Redmen up 9-6. The Wild-
cats answered with goals by Tim 
Vetrano and Mark Botnick (his 
second), but it was too little too 
late. 
The day started on an upbeat 
note for the 'Cats as Botnick 
fired one in the net at 2:41 to 
pu · New Hampshire up. This 
however would be the only lead 
UNH would hold all day. 
St. John's Vince Rizzotti was 
able to put the ball past Wildcat 
goalie Stowe Milhous at 4:00 
to tie the score. Things got wild 
as St. John's Brian Bugge put 
the Redmen ahead, only to have 
UNH' s Dave Pflug again tie the 
score six seconds later. 
The tie was short lived as 
Hilton scored 19 seconds later. 
He followed that w_ith h i's se-
cond goal of the day to cushion 
the Redmen's lead to 4-2. Wild-
cat Brian Quirk closed out the 
scoring in the first quarter by 
slipping a shot past St. John's 
Sal LoBosco. 
Bugge padded the St. John's 
lead at 4:01 of the second, but 
goals by Chris Arrix and Jeff 
Mechura knotted the score at 
5-5 at the end of the half. 
The Redmen opened up the 
second half with two quick goals 
in the opening two minutes, 
then added another at 12:29 to 
take a commanding lead. UNH 
came back 24 seconds later on 
a goal by Kevin Growney setting 
the stage for Hilton to finally 
close the door on the 'Cats. 
Milhous finished the game 
in net for UNH with 10 saves 
on 42 shoes. 
Despite the loss, Garber was 
not disappointed with the way 
UNH performed. "We played 
a real good team effort through-
out the game. No one guy stood 
out. We played as well as pos-
sible," said Garber. 
The Wildcats next take the 
field on Saturday when they 
travel to Yale. According to 
Garber, Yale is currently one 
of the top.12 teams in the nation 
and number two in New Eng-
land. "Yale will be a good test. 
. They're a strong, experienced 
team, but it's someone we can 
beat," said Garber. 
respectively. 
The key to the 'Cat's success 
was their consistency in each 
event throughout the meet. 
Boulanger believes that the 
team's consistent fourth and 
fifth place -showings allowed 
them to walk away with a "W." 
The squad hopes chat their 
fine performace will' carry over 
to this weekend, as the team will 
travel north to lock horns with 
Dartmouth, Harvard and UVM. 
"Dartmouth is clearly the best 
outdoor team in New England," 
said Boulanger. 
Third baseman Mike Levin 
went 3-3 in the game, including 
a solo home run. 
In Saturday's second game, 
the Wildcats and Catamouncs 
found themselves in a role 
reversal. Vermont struck for 
five runs in their half of the first 
inning, and the 'Cats were 
unable to claw their way back 
into the ball game. 
Mike Smith started the con-
test on the mound for the 'Cats, 
but UNH had to go three men 
deep into the bullpen before this 
one was over. Appearances by 
Scott MacDonald, Jim Stevens 
-CREW ... (continued from page 28) 
mouth's attitude was to pounce 
on the drive; we labored it," said 
Allsopp. 
Allsopp assured that there 
will be more line-up changes 
in the coming weeks. "After our 
race experience lase week, we 
did some shaking up of line-ups 
to cry to create a boat with a 
punchier drive and better ac-
celeration," said Allsopp. 
The novice men had a tough 
time with Dartmouth as well -
.)fu)\Jr:!:!;A.• .. ::::·:~%" .. ·. 
on ~aturday. We nad a slow 
start, but the race was more 
consistent than last week's," said 
novice coach Lawrence Smith. 
"We'll spend the week working 
on starts and cleaning it ( tech-
nique) up_ a bit." 
The men will head down to 
Philadelphia on Saturday tO race 
Temple and several ocher area 
schools in the Murphy Cup 
Regatta. 
"Temple is the crew to beat 
UNH took over in the extra 
frame. With the bases loaded, 
freshman short stop Dave Ste-
wart came through with a single 
to center, and an error by 
Vermont" allowed all three 
UNH runner~ to score. Carpent-
ier shut the Catamounts down 
in their half of the tenth, and 
he picked up his second win of 
the season. 
UNH hoses Merrimcak on 
Wednesday before heading to 
Lowefl to play the Chiefs on 
Thursday. 
tlfi.s year; · said AHsopp. Swee-
ney spoke of the upcoming 
Temple race as "a chance to get 
some experience, to learn more 
and get faster." 
On Sunday, the men will 
travel to New York City to race 
Columbia on the Harlem River 
before their return to Durham. 
The women's crew team has 
their second race of the season 
this Saturday against Smith on 
, the Oyster River in Durham. 
The Redmen of St. John's stopped UNH in their tracks as they handed the Wildcats their 
fifth loss in six games. (Ben Frazier photo) 




By Liz Lerner 
The University of New 
Hampshire women's lacrosse 
team impressed· the crowd at 
their opener on Saturday by 
soundly defeating UMass 11-
2. 
Tri_-c,.aptain Lynne Abbott 
commented on the huge rivalry 
UNH has had with UMass over 
the years. "Regardless of their 
record," Abbott said, "we always 
get psyched at homt: after seven 
straight road games." 
UNH dominated the game 
from start to finish. They shut 
down their attack completely 
in the first half. The 'Cats kept 
UMass scoreless until nine 
minutes into the second half, 
largely due to freshman net- . 
minder Christa Hansen (four 
saves in the first half). She also 
received a lot of help from the 
'Cats persistent defense. 
From the very start of the 
game, the 'Cats' offense was on 
target. Liz Brickley fired the first 
ball into the net, just two 
minutes and twenty seconds into 
the game. Anna Hill scored the 
.Inside: 
next goal, her first of three for 
the day. Courtney McKown's 
stick soon came to life as she 
scored two of her five goals back 
to back. B.J. Samph managed 
to get a goal in, with just three 
seconds left in the first half. 
In the second half the 'Cats 
refused to letdown, as the scor-
ing slaught continued. Hill 
added two more goals. Abbott 
got on the board with one goal. 
Also McKown fired three more 
goals past the UMass netmind-
er. On one of her goals she was 
awarded a free position, which 
means she was one on one with 
the goalie. McKown brilliantly 
faked out the goalie to make 
good on the shot. 
Fellow teammate Abbott com-
mented on her play. "Courtney 
had an excellent game and took 
it to them everytime," she said. 
The Wildcats win increased 
their overall record to 6-2 while 
UMass dropped to 1-7. The 
'Cats will continue their homes-
rand this Saturday against the 
Nittany Lions of Penn State. 
Baseball steals two 
from Catamounts 
The men's volleyball team ran out of fire power in the NECVL 
Championships on Saturday. (Ben Frazier photo) 
........... 
The women's lacrosse team overran Massachusetts this weekend, pounding out an 11-2 victory. 
(Ben Frazier photo) 
Men's crew left in wake 
By Ellen Harris 
Ten seconds separated the 
Dartmouth and UNH varsity 
crews ar the finish of the Con·-
nect icu t River race Saturday. 
Unfortunately, UNH's effort 
put them in a second place wake 
behind Dartmouth. 
The JV crew also finished 
second to their Dartmouth host, 
trailing again by a ten second 
margin. 
Coach Chris Allsopp spoke 
with optimism about the race, 
saying, "We made improve-
ments from our first race, but 
not enough to bear Dartmouth. 
I was pleased that we rowed 
with more quickness on the 
drive." 
Varsity seven man Patrick 
Sweeney said, "It was a good race 
for the first 1000 meters; we 
had a strong drive." Sweeney 
explained that at the half-way 
mark the race turned to Darr-
mouth's advantage when they 
rook a move and UNH failed 
to respond. "During the second 
1000, we lacked the mental 
discipline to stick with the 
drive," said Sweeney. 
Dartmouth had a more ag-
gressive start and slightly better 
technique, bur the big difference 
was attitude, said Allsopp. "Dart-
CREW p.27 
Volleyball falls in semis 
By Christopher R. Moran 
The UNH men's volleyball 
team dosed out their season on 
Saturday with a heai;tbreaking 
defeat to Boston College in th~ 
semi-finals of the NECVL 
Playoffs. 
The Wildcats went into the 
playoffs riding high atop a 10 
game winning streak. This, 
based with their strong division-
al record of 8 wins against only 
1 loss, accounted for their 
surprising second seed in the 
playoff tournament behind Bos-
ton College. Coach Barb Baker 
said, "a more realistic seed 
would've been either 3 or 4, 
although being seeded second 
did work to our advantage.'.' 
The way the playoffs worked 
was that the top eight teams in 
the NECVL (New England 
College Volleyball League) were 
placed in a top pool to decide 
the overall champion. This pool 
was then broken down into two 
groups of four, with BC being 
the top team in one group and 
UNH in the other. The other 
three teams in the 'Cats' group 
were Bates, MIT, and Nor-
theastern. 
The first match of the day was 
against MIT. The 'Cats won in 
straight sets by the scores of 15-
i ' and a very tight 16-14. UNH 
defeated arch rival Bates in the 
second round in straight sets, 
15-11 and 15-9. The team .had 
played extremely well against 
Bates and MIT, and things were 
looking good for the 'Cats as 
they prepared to play Nor-
theastern. However, something 
went wrong. Earlier in the year, 
when UNH had lost to Nor-
theastern, they had been totally 
outplayed. Things went better 
this time, but still they came up 
short, as they lost by 15-9 and 
15-8 margins. 
"Northeastern has an incred-
ible bunch of hitters and setters, 
and it really flustered our team," 
~aid Baker. "We played incred-
ible defense, but it just seemed 
that our guys were surprised 
that they'd .return our good 
shots. It's possible that we 
could've played better, but they 
were just a stronger team." 
Despite this loss, UNH was 
not out of it. Due to their wins 
against Bates and MIT, they 
earned a spot in the semis. That 
was the good news. The bad 
news was they drew the overall 
top seed, Boston College. To top 
it all off, it seemed UNH's 
confidence was shaken after the 
Northeastern Joss. They were 
quickly eliminated, 15-8 and 15-
4. ' 
"Overall, the team played 
outstanding," Baker said. "We 
don't have any real outstanding 
all-stars, just fourteen really 
solid volleyball players. From 
the beginning I expected to do 
this well, so it wasn't a surprise." 
After the tournament was 
over, which Northeastern even-
tually won by defeating BC in 
the finals, the All-Tournament 
team was announced. UNH 
placed one representative to the 
second team, and that was 
outside hitter, and departing 
senior,Jeff Perham. On· Sunday, 
there was another all-star game 
played. The UNH representa-
tives were Mike Ezekiel and 
Perham. Their team went on 
to win the all star tournament. 
Baker's final comments on 
the season were that the team 
had achieved their goal of 
playing together. 
"We played as a t~am, and 
that is important," Baker said. 
"Our departing seniors, Jeff 
Perham, Mike -Stinson and John 
Albano will be missed, but I feel 
as though our other players.have 
the experience to pick up the 
slack." 
